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A newspaper reporter is often
celled upon to settle argurnsints
that people enter into and I have
hag my share of acting as such
an arbiter. But comes now an opportunity where I have to act
as • psychiatrist to determine the
sanity of a radio listener.

NEwsill
CAPITAL" OF THE WORLD

Fulton, Fulton County, Kentucky, Thursday, August 29, 1957

Businessmen Seek Funds
For School Bus Service
To Students In Fulton Area

Bulldogs Play First
Gam. September $

Fulton Schools Begin
On Tuesday Sept. 3

Two Martin Boy Scouts
To Be Interviewed On
CBS National TV Show

Number Thirty-Five

Industrial Committee Seeks Wishes
Of Local Population On Method To
Proceed For Securing Industry Here

The football schedule for Fulton High has been announced as
follows:
Sept. 8, Crittenden County,
there; Sept. 13, Sharon, here;
Sept 20, Martin, here; Sept. 27,
Ridgely, there; Oct 4, Murray,
there; Oct. 11, Dresden, here; Oct.
Actually it amounts to just that
. . for a WFUL listener in Bell
With high school at Cayce now only, and a permanent, funds- 18, Gleason, here; Oct. 25, Alamo,
there; and Nov. 1, South Fulton,
City, Missouri is being accused permanently abatidoned arid a supported
Is all of Fulton behind the movement to get industry
transportation
setup
of being a little "tetched in the request for enlargement of the within the county will
JOB WILL DONS
be devised
was
the topic of discussion at a meeting of the Industrial
haid" as a result of a program Fulton school district still tabled after • decision from
Frankfort Barbecue At Rush Creek
The Treasury Department pre- Committee of the Chamber
she heard on wirm. It would be on the desk of the Superintend- on the annexation petition
of Commerce held Tuesday.
is Will Be August 30
sented citations to all three Fulvery simple to print the letter so ent of Education at Frankfort, handed down
It
was
the
concensu
s
The
of
Rush
those
Creek
members present that
Methodist
ton County banks this week, inyou can know what I am talking pupils in the seventh grade and
Approximately 90,', or the pro- church will have a =tie sup- cluding them in the 263 Kenttickf the largest majority of local citizens want
industry, but
about. Here tis:
up, living in the eastern end of perty owners
living in gri area per at the church
, Aug- Banks cited for outstanding sake participate little in the
Fulton County will be provided In Fulton
attempt
to
get
it.
County extending s- gust 30.
of U. S Savings bonds.
At one of the most enthusiastic meetings of the comBell City, Missouri free bus service to attend Ful- hout four miles out from Fulton
There
will
barbeetie
fried
ton
schools
this
fall,
the
NEWS
August 8, 1957
have petitioned the State Super- chicken, salads, ice cream and
mittee
held here in recent months it was revealed that
SCHOOL
OPEN
learned this week. if a local intendent of
"Mrs. Joe Westfailing
In.struction to okay home made cake. BarrIng will
all
obstacles
for procuring industry for Fulton have
campaign, now underway, is suc- annexation
School opened
at Chestnut
of their lands into begin at 8:00 p. m. lOnch plate
"I do hope I have your name cessful in raising funds
been
removed
.
Glade
Monday
on
August
will
28
be
with
$125
the
and
Fulton
Independen
you get all you
t School
right. What I am writing to you
The cost of the service is be- District and permit their child- can est. Everyone is CM SAT
the following faculty:
An informative brochure has been prepared for preinabout is this. A few weeks ago ing
solicited from various Ful- ren to make a 4-mile-or-less trip vited.
Mrs. Mary A. Thomason, first sentation
I heard, or thought I heard, a ton
to prospective industries.
businessmen. inasmuch as to Fulton instead of a daily 211and second grade; Mrs. Rebecca
gun battle in reality on WFUL funds are not
Options
have been secured on available factory sites.
Miller, third and fourth grade;
available for this mile-or-lees trip to the new conWINNER AT MATIPIILD
It was the case of a Negro man service through
B.
Finch,
0.
usual channels. solidated school In Hickman. now
fifth
Proper
and
sixth
contacts
have been made with national and
Donald
Collier. Fulton, showed
that had shot his wife then him- the NEWS was
advised The set- under construction.
the grand champion linosbe Jer- grade; Mrs. Mignone Morrison, state agencies giving Fulton serious considera
eelf and you covered this story up "void be considered
tion for
a temLacking bus service provided by sey last week at the Purchase seventh and eighth grade and possible
right on the scene, while o was in porary one, for this school
industry.
year
Fulton
District
fair
businessmen
Migefleid.
in
principal
this
coming
action. I had my radio turned to
The question remaining before the committee that
year. pupils living in the nearby
wrm. at the time so therefore I
County
needs
area
around
Fulton
the whole-hearted support of local citizens is
will
heard the story as it was happenhave no choice but to attend
this:
ing and I told my neighbors and
school in Rickman, as far as bus
friends about it and duty are trySHOULD THE CHAMBER OF COMMERCE SEservice moraine them is concerning to tell me that I am crazy,
ed
CURE
THE SERVICES OF A FACTORY LOCATING
that that was only • fictional
All first graders and other stuIn the meantime, County School
SERVICE OR AN EXPERIENCED,-QUALIFIED REstory that you were telling.
dents who did not register last
Superintendent Darnell announcPRESENTATIVE TO MAKE PERSONAL CONTACTS
"Now I want you to write and year in the Fulton City School
ed
this week that the new school
tell me that I am crier, or did system will do an at 9700 Friday
ON PROSPECTIVE INDUSTRIES WISHING TO LObuilding in Hickman will not be
this really happen as you were morning. August 30.
completed and ready for occupCATE
N THIS AREA.
broadcasting it.
All the students in the system ancy at the start of
the fall term.
The
committee went on record to present the queswill
go to school at the regular Darnell stated
"Will you please go into detail
tbse. he "hoped,"
about It? Or probably you have time on Tuesday, Sept. 3, accord- with favorable conditions,
tion
local citizens and have them make their wishes
to
Two Martin Bay &Ads,BirMiks ley Forge.
te be
the detailed account of it in the ing to J. M. Martin, principal of In the new building before the Crocket
known
to
the Chamber of Commerce officials or to memBrandon
and Way-n
Wayne
Brooks,
and
have
been
newspaper of that date and I will Fulton High School. School will first of the year
will be seen on CBS television close friends since their Cub bers of the Industrial Committee.
A town meeting was
send the price of the paper and only be in session a half day
As far as the Hickman schools on a nation-wide hook-up, the Scout days and both dreamed of
suggested. If enough citizens make their wishes known
postage. If you will mail it to Tuesday and all day Wednesday,
(Continued on Page Ten)
News was informed today. John attending the two huge jamme. I would also like to know if
F. Day, Director at News for borees. Their dreams came true. for such a meeting, it will be held.
the two policemen lived that the
the Columbia Broadcasting SyIn The Rotarian for September,
Few local citizens are aware
Negro shot
Several local business houses
stem notified News: editor Jo 1957, the international magazine of
the tremendous amount of were pointed out as eye-sores to
Mrs. A. M. McFarland
Westpheling that the boys would of the Rotary Glub, the boys work
that has been done by the the general appearance of the
Route One, Box 143
be guests on the CBS Morning were the subject for a four-page Chamber
of Commerce and its city, giving the impression that
Bell City, Missouri"
News show from New York, pro- feature article. They were select- industrial committee.
lentny more the looks of the buildings matchbably on Thursday ,rnorning, Sep- ed by the editors of that magazine things must
be done in order to ed the eathisidon of the
proenrtember 5. Exact tir&s.i
.%Agit
binallNier MIT 20 esemillitlett tl
make Fulton the kisal.place for iponesee foe them promein at the
11311111910
_
0.41
n Plai
lines ow
parlance will be publiehed
t
true characteristics of an Asberi- industrial location.
What
do
teen-agers
commtmity
. Other property-owntalk about
Stn. McFarland is not crazy, but
Teen-age talk, and "you w- the News and broadcast over can Boy Scout.
Primary consideration at the ers were commended for the good
you can realize too what a shock ell years after they have graduat- member when" stories were the WFUL, ESNS-TV and other radio
Dr. and Mrs. Brandon will
It must have been to listeners in ed from High School?
order of the day. When a News stations and TV stations in the leave Martin for New York on meeting was given to the neces- repair in which their property is
They talk about the same thing reporter and the promotions
kept
that distant city to hear a bulletdi. area.
Monday. They will meet the re- sity for several down-town proby-bullet description of a real teen-agers do anytime,
rector for Radio Station WFUL
Brooks Crockett, 15, is the son turning Scouts and notify the perty owners to improve the apIndustrial committee members
And that was borne out 'hes- walked into the spacious living- of Mr.
gun battle in action. Fact is I
and Mrs Brooks Crockett News of the exact date of their pearances of their store fronts as who attended the State Chamber
well as the backs of the buildhave been told by lots of radio day afternoon at the home of Mr room of the Reeds home a farni- of Martin and Wayne, 14, is the appearance on the national
teleof Commerce at Kentucky Lake
people in the area that it was an and Mrs. Clint Reeds, when Mrs liar conversation floated through son of Dr. and Mrs. Robert W. vision net-work. This is the sec- ings that face on the main
on Monday reported on the actiStreets.
unheard cis thing to do since we Reeds entertained at a class re- the air. It went like this:
Brandon, also of Martin. The boys ond time this year that this Area
vity of that meeting. It was the
did not have a portable, short union of the Carr Institute gra"We were all playing in the 'will be returning on September will be spotlighted on a national
general
report that A CITY HAS
dusting
class
of
1909. The or- room and ProfessorC
wave transmitter.
heek walk- 4 from the World Scout Jamboree TV Show, In April Nancy Adams
TO WANT INDUSTRY TO GET
region was the visit here of Mrs. ed
in and told us to sit down in England. They also attended appeared as a national winner on
INDUSTRY. That is what the
I think I told you that I was J. S Watson. the former Amin'e right then and there . . so, you the U. S. Scout Jamboree in Val- the Arthur Godfrey Show.
industrial committee is seeking
Reeds,
who
was
a
member
of
the
able to broadcast the shooting by
know what she did . . . she sat
to determine.
telephone over our "beeper" ser- class. Mrs. Watson now makes
her
home
in
New
Orleans.
(Contisnmsd on page 5)
vice and many folks have asked
Mayor-Elect Nelson Tripp was
where I was "perched." I was
The Junior Chamber of Com- a guest at the meeting and pointstanding on a step in Cowell's
merce will meet at 730 p. m. ed out many long-range programs
Grocery and saw the whole
Thursday night. August 20, at for developing and improving
this community that were shared
"Dodge City" affair
Miss Linda Arrington, a gold
Placirg second was John Phil- the Dan Taylor Chevrolet butki- by both
Fulton and South Fulton.
medal camper and county cham- lip Mayfield of Cayce, with his ins. All members are urged to
I hope that . Mrs. McFarland
pion in general demonstration purebred Angus calf. Young be present. Bring any one who "There is no draw-back as far as
official cooperation is concerned,"
will take the copy of this issue
and a winner of many PliA and Mayfield also won the show- is interested.
There
of the News, that I will certainwill
be
a
discussion of he said.
4-H Club awa,rds was named manship contest.
ly send her, and take it around to
Randall Burcham, chairman of
Farm Bureau Queen. Linda is
J. P. Parker, Jr. of Western plans for the Charter Night
her friends and neighbors as a
the daughter of Mr and Mrs. placed third with his champion Banquet, which will be held the industrial committee revealed
September 5. at the South Ful- that every lead received by the
sort of an affadavit that she is
Met Arrington of Fulton. Linda shorthorn.
ton High School cafeteria at 7:30 Chamber at Commerce has been
not crazy. The whole letter and
has received her State Degree in
A list of the other winners
followed through with letters,
incident reminds me of the broad.
P'HA work and has also been ad- follows:
phone calls and wires. Favorable
east, many years ago, when Orson
judged Fulton County Chainpion
Grand Campion Ring: — 1. Rotary Picnic Is
Welles broadcast over a national
report has been received in many
In Speech.
Charles Mikel, 2. John Phillip Thursday Night
instances.
Runner-up to Linda was Elaine Mayfield, 3. J. B. Parker, Jr.,
hook-up that Mars had invaded
4.
Butler, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Cary Isbell, 5. John Phillip Maythe Earth and that the world was
Fulton Rotarians, their wives
While the Industrial Committee
H. C. Butler,
coming to an end. Orson Welles
field, 6. Bobbie &huff, 7. Thomas and families will meet tonight is fulfilling its duties to keep inCharles Mikel, 14-year-old son Farmer, 8. Charles Mikel, 9. (Thursday, Aug. 29) at the Ful- dustry leaders informed
had people scrambling for cover,
it reton Country Club for the annual mains for the
of Mr. and Mrs. Carl Mikel of Lynn Major, 10, David Moss.
going out and screaming and
merchants and
Rotary
Western, placed first in the 4-H
'family
created turnoil in general. THAT
picnic
other
business
4-H Club Winners — 1. Charles
and professional
and PTA Beef Show at the an- Mikel, 2. J. B. Parker, Jr., 3. Dinner will be served at 6:30 men and women of Fulton
WAS FICTION!
to
nual Farm Bureau picnic at the Cary Isbell.
make their wishes known regardp. m•
Fulton
Just
look at us, say members of the graduating class
City Park Thursday, Aug.
ing industry, the committee reI certainly hope that I did not
PTA Winners-1. John Phillip
ported.
create that kind of confusion in of 1909 as they look at their class pictures. Left to right 22.
Mayfield, 2. Bobby Shut!, 3. Mt. Carmel Revival
His purebred heifer calf was Thomas Farmer.
Bell City, Missouri. I do know are: Bettie Hastings, Corrine Evans, Hattie Wood, CamIn this Issue is a handy coupBegins September 1
artifically sired by the Kentucky
that we have created a wider lison for mailing to the Chamber
Breed Winners Short Horn—
Newton
Burnette
mie
May
and
Pattie
.
•
Artificial
Breeding
Association.
tener audience for WFUL in that
(Continued on page 5)
Revival begins at the Mt Car- of Commerce to give them some
city and will no doubt get many
mel Baptist Church Sunday night, Idea of the community interest
more when Mrs
September, 1. Bro. Leo (laley will in securing industry. Drop the
McFarland
shows this column around. But
be the speaker. The prayer services coupon in the mail today so that
one thing is for sure . . . I hope
will begin at 7- 30 each night and concrete plans can be made at
the preaching will begin at 8:00. once. A Chamber of Commerce
the people in Bell City don't
think that we have that kind of
The public is always invited to Is made up of people
all
(Ed's Note: Becky Edwards, a on August 29, from 7 till 9 p. m.blend in with the green wails.
As you go upstairs, you can't attend the services.
kinds of people . . .
goings on around here, all the
just not
graduate of Fulton High School If they all look like Fulton High
Next to the science room is the miss the history room. As you go
officials.
time. Indeed we don't, Mrs. Mcwho has been working at the (which is the only one I have annual and Kennel room. Lots of in you will
see green again, but
Farland for we're a fine, wholeNews this summer, asked if she seen) you sure will have a treat work can be done in the pleasant this is
a different shade. You
some, peace-loving community of
SURE I WANT INDUSTRY FOR FULTON
could try her hand at doing a in store for you.
surroundings of Ivory yellow with won't be able to see much of the
people.
news story. Becky, daughter of
When you enter the main floor a brown focus wall. The focus focus wall, which is
usually covMrs. E. L. Bradley and C. D. Ed- by way of the front door, you will wall is the one to which the stu- ered with maps.
I think we ought to:
But how can you
From a purely journalistic wards, took to printer's ink like see almost all blue. All the walls dents
is supposed to give his at- have a history class without
point of view it was, what we a duck to water and wants to in the hall are a light shade of
tention.
maps?
1. Secure a factory locating Service.
news-hungry folks call a good work on the school paper when blue with the door facings in a
Across the hall from the anAcross the hall from the hisstory. And from a view of the she enters Union University at darker shade of blue. As you
2.
Hire A Qualified Representative
nual and Kennel room is A. J. tory room is Mrs. Burrow's Engradio field, we think that it was Jackson, Tenn. this Fall. We urg- look down the hall, you will see
3. Have a Town Meeting For Discussion.
Lowe's math and Latin room. Mr. lish room. This room is also done
similarly a good story. But we ed her to write her first feature all different colors, if the doors
Lowe's room is finished in a in another shade of green with a
would much rather they happen and she chose her dear ole Alma to the classrooms are open. Each
Send this coupon to:
brighter shade of yellow with a bright yellow focus wall. While I
when the folks-We know and love Mater, Fulton High. We think its room is a different color. Some
green focus wall.
was there, I noticed on the wall
are not involved.
a good story.)
of the color combinations may
Industrial Committee
The principal's office, where a new picture, which will bring
sound strange to you, but profes- many students have an extra back memories to any
(By Becky Edwards)
Chamber
of Commerce
Senior
So now Mrs. McFarland knows
School starts soon and every- sional interior decorators figured study hall, has green walls with English student.
It
was
picture
a
Fulton,
Ky.
that our "shoot-em-up" was not one is eager to enter a clean, out the color schemes according the south wall in pink.
of an eighteenth century coffeefiction and we want that her freshly painted school. Everyone to the lighting of the rooms.
The bookkeeping room is done house.
neighbors should know she is will be surprised to see how nice
Name:
If you like green, then go a- In eggshell ivory. The focus wall
To some people the study hall
not now and was not then . . . "ole Fulton High" can look. Each cross the hall to the science room. in this room is
done in a dull is one De the prettiest rooms in
crazy.
and every person will have a I think everything in the room, grey. Since all the classes in here the whole building.
And it
Address:
chance to see Fulton High and all except floors and desk, is paint- are so interesting, it doesn't need be since much hard work should
should
You Do Not have to sign your name If you do not wish to do so
Citi To Chunk timaillay
the other schools in this system ed green. The freshmen sure will too many bright colors.
(Continued on page 5)

When Class ROWER COINS"
Your Way Talk Is When And
Grads Have Sirayed.

Beef And Dairy Show Winners Are
Announced Al Farm Bureau Picnic

Becky Edwards Writes Her First News Story Today

Jaycees Announce
September 5 As
Charter Night Here
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C.ASCE NEWS
Clarion possaurant •

I

PATRICIA LATANE

Dear Pat,
I wrote you several weeks ago
and have not seen it in the column
yet. I would like to know if, and
when our side of the street will
be changed from residential to
business? My husband has a new
job. His old job he had for 32
years. This one he is not sure
how long will last. Could you
give me some idea? Please answer as soon as possible. Will we
sell our place and when?
A happy reader,
B. R.
Dear B. R.
Your street will not be changed until spring of 1958. The job
your husband is on will last for
several years and he will remain
on it. No, you will not sell your
place until after spring 1958.
Dear Pat,
This is my first time to write.
I read your column every week
and enjoy it. I would like for
you to answer a few questions
for me. I have been in bed sick
for about 5 months. Will I ever
get well? Will my husband sell
our farm this fall? If so, when
will we move? Can you tell me
how many children I have had
and how many I have at home
with me now?
Thanks,
Anxious to hear
L. C.
Dear L. C.
Yes, you will get well but it
will take a little time. No, you
will not sell your farm. You have
6 children and there are two at
home now.

much.
Sincerely,
Mrs. B.
Mrs. B.
Yes, your husband loves you.
Yes, he will get the money, but
he will be a little disappointed as
it will not be as much as he
thinks he is going to get.

Mr. and Mrs. Rob Johnson and
Mrs. Bartle Copeland and Mrs
Effie Roper Malted Mr. and Mts.
Horace Roper in Hickman. Ky
f3unday.
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Menem and
Mrs. Effie Roper attended the
revival meeting at Harmony Methodist
Church Monday
night.
Rev. A. K Holt of Union City.
Tenn. Is the evangelist.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Joe
Albert
Soearce and Toramye
Joe of
Evansville, Ind. are visiting their
mother, Mrs. Mayme Scearce.
They are spending the weekend

Dear Pat,
I have written before and was
satisfied with the anwsers I got.
I would like for you to answer Mrs. Verbs Byrd.
a few questions for me. Does this
Marie Copelen spent the week
boy of whom I am thinking care end with Mr. and Mrs. Billie
for me? You said I would get Green.
married in 1957. Could you tell
me when, and what are the initials of the man I will marry?
Where will I live when I get
married? Will I ever get a job?
Does L. E. care anything about
me? Will my brother ever get
a job? Will this boy to whom I
am writing ever mean anything
to me? Dots M. A. love P. D.? I
will be looking for an answer
soon.
Thanks,
J. L.
Dear J. L.
Yes, he does care for you
enough. You will marry him in
December 1967, in the same town
that you are now. Yes, you will
get a job washing dishes and
keeping house. No, I,. E. doesn't
care for you. Yes, your brother
will get a job. No, he will never
mean anything to you. Yes, M.
A. loves P. D.

at the Smoky Mountains.
Miss Anita Taylor of Memphis.
Tenn. Is visiting her grandmother.
Mrs. Neal Scearce. and Mr. and
Mrs. Irby Hammonds and Moselle.
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Bondwant and Maurice Carr are enjoying
a
vacation
trip
nice
through Kentucky.
Mr. and Mrs John Graham Jr.
have taken a apartment with
Mrs. Ruth Cloys.
Mrs. J. B Inman of Ridgiey.
Term, is visiting
Mrs. Daigle
Bond urant
and
Clarice. They
were dinner guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Clyde Burnette.
Mrs. Clara Carr and Mrs. Effie
Roper attended the revival at
Union C. P Church Wednesday
night. Rev. Shatif of Paducah.
Ky. is the evangelist..
Several from here have been
attending the revival at the Harmony Methodist Church. Rev.

MISS YATES AND
BILLIE HASTINGS WED
Elkl COMM CEREMONY
Him
Nina
Catherine
Yates
daughter of Mrs Resale Yates of
Mayfield. Ky. and Billie D. Hastings son of Mr. and Mrs. O. D.
Hastings of Fulton were married
Wednesday afternoon August 14,
In Corinth, Miss. The double ring
ceremony was performed in the
court house with the Justice of
A. K. Bolt of Union. City, Tenn.
Is the evangelist.
Mrs. Daigle
Bondurant
and
Clarice are spending the week
with Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Oliver of Memphis, Tenn.
Mr and Mrs i..ernuei Simpeon
and children, Freida and Jack.
of Chicago. ni spent the weekend with Mr. and lairs A. Simpson enroute to Alabama, where
they will make their home.

Peace officiating.
The bride was lovely in • pale
blue sheath dries with whit* accessories and a corsage of red
mess
Mrs. Jimmie Yates. matron of
honor, wore a lovely pink sheath
dress with matching accessories
and • corsage of white carnations.
Mr Jimmie Yates, brother of
the bride, served as best man.
Mrs. Hastings was a graduate
of Cayce high School and attended college at Midway Junior College In Midway, Ky. and is now
employed at Smith's Cafe.
Mr. Hastings attended school
at Cayce High School and is now
In the Navy and stationed at
the
where
Phoenix.
Arizona,
couple will make their home
Mr. and Mrs. Hastings were
honored last Thursday night Auggust 15, with a wedding dinner
given by Mrs. J. A. Taylor. Be-

sides the honorees and the hos
tam the following were present
Mr. and Mrs. C. D. Hastings, Mr
and Mrs. John McClanahan and
Kr J. A. Taylor.
Ashland, home of Henry Clay
at Lexington, was bought by the
University of Kentucky in January. Me
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• NEW HOPE NEWS
Mrs. Maar? Walston •

Dear Pat,
Please answer these questions
for me.
What ever happened to P A.!
Does he still have the Large picture I sent him? Is he married
by now? Will I ever have any
more children? If so, when and
how many?
Please answer in the next issue.
Thanks,
A. R.
Dear A. R.
P. A. is married and living in
Virginia. No he doesn't have the
picture. He destroyed it when he
Married. Yes, you will have two
more children. One in 1959 and
one in 1951.
•
Dear Patricia,
I would like for you to answer
some questions for me.
How long will I have to work
so hard to make a living for my
family? Will I continue with my
present job? Will I ever marry
again? If so, ierhen and do I
know him now? How long has
my husband been dead? Will I
ever get to go out West? Would
my health be better if I did go
West?
Thanks a lot
MR.
Dear M. R.
You will work for several years
to come. Yes, you will continue
on your present job. Yes, you will
marry again but it will be the
latter part of 1958 before you do.
No, you don't know your future
husband. You will meet him in
January 1958. Your husband has
been dead 3 years. Yes, you will
get to go West in 1959 but you
won't like it and will be back.
No, I don't think it would help
your health.
Dear Patricia,
After hearing about your Tolumn so much, I read it today --for
the first time and found it very
interesting.
Does my husband love me? Will
he receive the large amount of
money he is expecting? I will
appreciate your answer very

/Hearing Aid EtattGrias
Complete Line
For all makes of bearing aids!
Visit ear Rearing- Aid Department at your first opperannity.

CITY DRUG CO.
ma Lake Street
Phone 7S

Plus
Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Leap and
daughter, Judy. of St. Louis, Mo
are visiting his sister, Mrs Vera
Jobe, and son, Leroy, and Mr
and Mrs. Mitchel Gwyn.
Mrs. Beatrice Vla returned to
her home Saturday after a three
week's visit with relatives in Detroit. Michigan and Indianapolis, Indiana.
We extend our sympathy to
the relatives of Mrs. Lucy Moore,
who passed away Saturday morning at the Haws Memorial Hospital after a long illness Funeral
services were held Toesday afternoon at two o'clock at the Rock
Spring Primitive Baptist Church
with the Rev. C. Brant officiatmg. The Hornbeak Funeral home
had charge of arrangements.
Mrs. Clara Wilson and grandson. Coylee Deweese, are visiting her son, Mr. Coy Wilson. of
Detroit, Michigan.
Mrs. Hattie Kimbro and sister,
Mrs. Annie Edwards, visited Mr.
and Mrs. Stanford Burton of
Carbondale. Illinois three days
last week.
A/A Airman Billie Hastings of
Phoenix, Arizona is spending his
thirty day leave with his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. C. D. Hastings.
We congratulate Mr. and Mrs.
Guy Latta on the birth of a
eight pound. eight ounce baby
boy who has been named Gary
Owen. This is their second child:
Mr and Mrs. C. D. Green and
Bobby Workman of Columbiana.
Ala. are visiting her mother and
grandmother, Mrs. Roselle Smith.

•ROCK SPRINGS
Mn. Nettie Lew Gemara •
Mr. and Mrs. Eldon Byrd and
daughter have been visiting Mr.
and Mrs. Verne Byrd and Ray.
Mr. and Mrs. James Veatch
and Brenda have been visiting
relatives in Nashville.
Kenneth Maxwell Is visiting his
grandparents. Mr. and Mrs. John
Sanders His mother and sister
returned home Tuesday.
Mr. John Elliott visited a while
Thursday with Mr. and Mrs. A.
E. Green.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Brown and
children have been visiting relatives in this community.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Waston
visited Thursday with Mr and
Mrs. Pat Snow and Mrs Ella
Veatch.
Martha Copelen spent Friday
night and Saturday with Mr. and

GUARANTEED RECONDITIONED
USED CARS

KING MOTOR COMPANY
a

demonstration of the new 1967 PONTIAC
call Molly King at 1267 or 89.
Used Cars, 101 W. State Line
Office, 115 Carr

JA

...and the best place to get ready is at

BALDRIDGE'S
EVERYTIIINGANT MIMING FOR SCHOOL NEEDS
GIRL'S SLIPS

Anklet Special

Comfortable gallon
shoulder straps, eyeletembroidered, and that
add-a-length feature.

Famous Morpul bulky
look cuff anklets so much
in demand. Nylon reinforced heels and toes.

Save 30c
REG. $1.29

Save 20c
REG. 59c

99C

39c

Printed Scarfs
Nothing skimpy about
the size and nothing
short of lovely are the
brilliant prints. You'll
love em.
33-Inch
Colorful Blends

47c

AS'V,
JIM M4
U.S. M
TOUG
OF TH
TOUGI
DRILL
INSTR

GIRL'S BRAS
For Misses' and girls'. . .
teen-age favorites and a
real bonus value for
ladies too. White cotton!
Stift 28-34
Cups AA

77c

FE
MONICA I

Plus — I

CLASSROOM SUPPLIES
World's Most Famous Crayons, box of 48

111111111
For

gil

Pencils. full-sisad, stock up now

HANDY ITEMS FOR NEATNESS
49c

12 for 24c

Notebook covers, loosoleaf, two-ring

25c

Wearever sets. four pieces. save 20c

99c

Ball Point Pens

retractable point

25c

Pencil sharpeners, new, double purpose

19c

Typing pads. regular and triple count,
Dictionaries, designed for everyday usage

10c and 25c
99c

Child's shoe bags. holds four pairs
Skirt and Slack hangers, folds compactly

Jean
Inc., I

Ironing Board Pad and Cover
Bath Towels, 89c value, save 12c each

57c

IF NOT .

25c

DO IT NI

Esquire, Brushless. Scutf-Kote

Boy's Dungarees

just
isn't complete without
the newest in caps. Printed stripe cotton, satinlined.

Navy blue or brown
heavy canvas with contrasting stripes. Strong
rolled handles, zipper
closer.

Heavy 13, 3/4-oz. weight
and cut the way boys like
them. Double sewn and
bar-tacked f o r extra
wear.

wardrobe

Save 30c
REG. $1.29

99c

Save 39c
REG. $1.98

$1.59

Save 52c
REG. $2.29

$1.77

77c
__

Measure-Mix Bowls, set of three. save 65c

Boy's ym Bags

boy's

59c

Waste Baskets. big 12-quart sit* ............57c
Trouser Hangers. sot of four
39c

Ivy League Caps
A

59c

$1.33

Stretch Socks
New embroidered clock
designs in your favorite
Helenca stretch yarns.
One size fits all feet.
Save 20c
REG. 59c

39c

IT'S ANOTHER BIG WEEKEND OF VALUES - - AT

BALDRIDGE'S

the hoe
premien
tinge, Mr
alma aria
ica7 Clay
by the
In Jan

KENTUCKY
.111116 eselessa. a Odes Noss among gourmets, is the creation of
the late Major Jack Bibb, who
lived at the corner of Wapping
St ispd Watson Court, Frankfort.
According to history, Muttonher Gist was the first white man
to enter the area that is the city
of Frankfort today. That was In
1751 Then, 19 years later, Daniel
Boone killed an Indian warrior
within what is now the capital
city's corporate limits

Pongee
Mg lees
pink.
p.

6

Is

Breakinridge
In
Hardinsburg
County came Into existence In
1/10 es a fort bulb by Wiliam
Hardin, soldier and frontiersman,
known to the Indians as "Big
Bill"

4:04, iteleauta 4sfrfte.44‘94

The Bank of Kentucky was organised with authorised capital
of $1,0011,000 in December, 1030

Amp 44444

look out old Bonnie is going to
beat' us the La. way!
Mrs. K. A. Mitchell has gone
to Mayfield to visit with Doris
and James Allen Mitchell who
are the proud parents of a seven
and a half pound baby boy.

The Pulton News, Thursday, August 29, 1957 Page 3
from Saturday through Monday.
We all look forward to day and
night fun when Nellie's children
come home. Sorry "Doc" was too
busy to come.
Caine One Come All
Old and young are invited to
come and join in the fun at the
Catholic Carnival Wednesday and
Thursday nights, August 28 and
29 from 7 to 11. There will be
fun for all, food and refreshments, games of skill, hundreds of
prizes, and lots of time to visit_
The people of Hicktrian- always
welcome a chance to get together
and visit — so bring the kids
and lets all meet at the Catholic
school for two bilge nights of fun
for everyone.

FAST REFUELING
jet-powered KC-1111
new
A
Stratotanker made by Boeing,
the August Reeder's Digest reveals, can refuel the latest jet
bombers in mid-air at high altitude while both airplanes are
traveling at a speed close to 000
miles an hour. Previously refueling had to be done at speeds of
about 250 mike an hour

Fun was in order Thursday
morning when Mr. and Mrs. WilWhen the Lincoln family, conliam Owens and daughter, Brenda
sisting of Thomas, his wife
honked for Ann Tipton, Bobby
Nancy, their son and daughter,
Keiley and Bonnie Coffee. They
moved from Hodgenville to Inwere on their way to Memphis
diana in 1110, they were ferried
for a couple of days. The girls
across the Ohio River at CloverKILLING *Lit TREES
Tell me is there anything more Hamby, Mozelle Travis, Mary wanted to do some last minute
- -A special Liefayette Day prowonderful than living in a small Harry, and Bernice Leath carried school shopping. Really I don't
Dutch elm disorms, a fungus
gram will mark the opening of
town? You know everyone, their away the honors. "Happy Hol- know when they had time to
first discovered In Holland aftel
Dewey Lake, in agatern Ken- sorrows are your sorrows, their low" was the setting for a Bar- shop. Ralph Tipton and friends of
the 1957 Kentucky State !sir at
Storld War I, has era,sed el
B-Q
Tuesday
night
when
Mozelle
Is
Prestonsburg.
loMemphis
near
the
entertained
girls
Louisville The day also is the tucky.
joys are your joys, and most of
elms from the America/
million
Travis
and
Helen
Stone
were co- Thursday night. Judy Laird who
200th anniversary of the birth cated on the Mayo Trail, a scenic all their house guest is your bait
landscape
but it is possible is
hostesses. As always a good time ,r1 living in Memphis had the girls
of Marquis de Lafayette, the route of great beauty and histor- for entertaining!
save remaining trees with props
was had by all especially the for lunch at Goldsmith's. Effie
French nobieman who helped the ical significance.
VISITOR
measures, reports the
control
honoree, Bernice. Mary B. and and "Boss" said the Gayoso would
American colonies win independAugust Readers Digest.
LOBBY MUSEUM
It is always fun to have Mrs. Bernice were all day guests of never
The nighthawk. giving Its nasence and later visited Kentucky
be quite the same! You
al cry as it swirls over cities, is W. E. Leath of Humbolt come to Lillian Farmer in Dyersburg know it is fun to get out with
The
Hotel James
Hatcher,
• thoroughly misnamed IAN. the Hickman to visit Mr. and Mrs. Wednesday, and that night were the young set — makes you Pikeville, has an odd assortment Ask Stores About Lucky Reeks
Barry.
Bernice
Harry
When
Masashi*
guests of Dorothy Roper when she kind'a feel young again.
Geographic
English poet Lord Byron sang National
of relics on displag in its lobbyof Daniel Boone and referred to says. It la not • hawk at all, but comes you get on a merry-go- entertained her bridge club.
Welcome Back!
ox-yokes, hoop skirts, cannon
and
stay
leaves.
round
until
she
Sorry you had to leave Thursday
him In the long Poem "Don a member of the bird family callIts a cheery welcome back •
ox-shoes, chain dogs, cant
Sunday night they were din- Bernice; just give us a little time home to Mrs. Cordelia Royer
Jtuan" as "General Boon, back- ed goatsuckers. And none of the
hooks, bootjacks, spinning wheels,
ner guests of Mr. and Mrs. Char- to rest and come on back.
woodsman of Kentucky"
family sucks goats.
who has been visiting her daugh- looms and flintlock rifles.
les H. Scates in Union City. Monter, Mrs. Alexander Lee, of HutHAPPY BIRTHDAY
All types of insorases
I
day Mrs. J.. A. Whipple entertainAgnes Bacon celebrated her cherson, Kansas. Mrs. Royer was
ed her bridge club and Bernice
WILDERNESS ROAD
gone for five weeks and folks
SAVE ! GET Our
•lit— geneses
was an honored guest. Tuesday af- ninth birthday on Tuesday, Auaround town really missed her. Through Cumberland Gap, now
gust
20,
from
four
until
five
ternoon Mrs. Earl Ezell compliPACKAGE DEAL
While on her trip, Mrs. Royer a national historical park, passed
mented Mrs. Leath with a dessert thirty at her home. Agnes is the
frankly
I
time
and
fine
had
a
the
Wilderness
Road,
main
artery
•Tovertng everything'
bridge at "The Willows". Mary daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John think she was just as glad to get
of the great trans-Allegheny miS. Bacon.
back as we were to see her re- gration which won the Northwest
11-11 MI 11422 Lake St.
Thirty girls enjoyed playing turn.
Territory and extended the westdrop-the-handkerchief, donkey
Phone 488
Fulton,
Ky.
ern boundary of the United States
tail, and basket ball. The fact
Nell Johnson and Mary Cow - to the Mississippi River.
that the party was "out on a gill dusted off the welcome mat
011.111b
a lima es
farm" made it a special treat for Friday for Mrs. James H. Wells
HIGHWAY
CITY
UNION
fr
imams
so many of the children. Agnes and daughter, Suzanne, of Harris•#
sae
• THUR-FILL, AUG. 25-311
%lounger
gave all of her small friends burg, Ill. were coming for a long
(Starts at 7:15)
miniature straw hats for a part- week-end. Saturday was SuzanTHE COCKLESHELL HEROES ing gift. We are all looking forWhen
ne's twelth birthday.
With Jose Ferrer
ward to next year Agnes!
t he bu rg la r
Helen, her mother, asked what
MOM .
a•
.11 /MIMI
plus
IOa.Pain
Home After Operation
Suzanne wanted for her birthday
(Starts at 9:10)
wanted
to
she
once
said
at
So glad to have Mrs. L. B. Ea- she
JOHNNY CONCHO
AND
son home from the Methodist spend the week-end with "Mama
Phis — PURLOINED PUP (Color Cartoon)!
With Frank Sinatra
vowsaloft
Hospital in Memphis. Nell is the. Nell" That wish was glaely
SATURDAY, AUG. 31
first lady of our Methodist granted. Saturday night Nell and
MICKEY
JACt:
Big triple feature program
Church. Believe me it is not the Mary had Ann Marshall and
(Starts at 7:15)
night
spend
Stokes
the
Sandra
to
same when your pastor's wife is
A torrid
THE HOUSTON STORY
ill and away from home. Happy with Suzanne and believe me they
new team
Gene Barry
Barbara Hall you are doing so much better had all the birthday trimmings.
Stafs
plus
The Johnson—Cowgill home
Nell.
tealCoon
Starts at 8:50)
was open to all of Helen's friends
Golf in Union City
THE RIG LAND
Last Tuesday was a day made
Alan Ladd
Virginia Mayo for golfers, and the Hickman
AS T/SGT.
plus
girls took advantage of the Union
(Starts at 10:20)
City Country Club's invitation
JIM MOORE,
/
Hired to kill
LOVER BOY
to play as their guests.
woman
the
U.S. MARINES—
With Gerald Philipe
Mary Howard was one of the
he loved!
many hostesses for the day. Mary
NANCY GATES
SUN-1401S-TUES-WHD
TOUGHEST
*if OCNINEU
always
goes
out
of
her
way
to
—
SEPT 1-2--3-4
AWIll .11.7.STS
take care of all of our needs. I
MIRY
Ma
OF THE
(Starts at 7:00)
know she and Glad Moore enNo
Dissenting
Votes
GARLAND
•
WOMRN
IRELAND
AIM,
0
0
TOUGH-GUY
COLOR CARTOON
..Gliogar Rogers joyed playing 4getherr they
Don Daihrp
Cast On AetionAllb
played their first gametogether
muses HAYES
DRILL
---- plus
Amend Corporation
in the rain in 1928. They always
A INO NNW AMMO OrNeseiI,MOM DAMN CO
(Starts at 845)
ROOM & BORED
INSTRUCTORS
Hickman Development Corporahave more fun than anybody.
FIRST RUN IN
Hickman
tion
and
Chamber
of
Jessie
Lou
Goalder
saw
to it
UNION CITY AREA
that one of the prizes came back Commerce directors, meeting
0.4
4
to Hickman. Frances Ambers, lointly in the Chamber offices in
1
1111 .a
Martha Hale, Mabel Helm, Mar- City Hall, voted last week to pro:11/ro ody
late is sager... young ...sensuil...hmitinous...arrosant
tha Hornsby and yours truly en- ceed with plans for a Small Busknew he
jqyed playing With the ladies iness Administration loan to fin---imeese,-4h3(1 a girl from Jackson, Tenn. and Union ance expansion or the Hickman
..,110t even
City and of course all of our fri- Garment Co. In East Hickman.
The action followed an approval
ends in Fulton.
the gill'
TEUR-FIU-SAT-SUN-MON
by stockholders of an amendment
With
Us
and
Away
SEPT. 5-4-7-41-4
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Sanger of the by-laws of the community
FIRST RUN IN
memento ...SONO DSOS soaees
and children have returned from development corporation.
UNION CITY AREA
A total of 1408 shares of the
a long week-end of fun spent
(Starts at 7:00)
with Mr. and Mrs. W. R.. Butt total of 1994 shares in the cor(Starts Sat. at 7:00 and 10:25)
in Louisville. "Pot" and Bob en- poration were voted for the aJOURNEY TO FREEDOM
h 1AMES LIE Mil
joyed playing golf with W. R. mendment recommended by the
tende''
With Jacques Scott
SBA. The amendment recommendNancy, Ellen, and Joe had fun
rortme'
plus
ed by the government agency
Plus — Latest News — Bug's Bunny Color Cartooni
ct,i0OLe
4004.
GUNFIGHT AT OK CORRAL playing with Biff, Bob and Bill limits the corporation to cornfrom day light till dark while
aefont
munity development and prohibBurt Lancaster
Kirk Douglas
Charlotte and Ruth played little its the
use of the community deMothers for the bunch. The out- velopment
corporation for speculstanding event for the week-end ative purposes.
was a dinner dance at the Big
There were no votes or proSprings Country Club, where 700 xies at the meeting
recorded as
guests danced to the music of opposed to the proposed
amendRalph Flanrutgan's music. Bob ment and the 1408
proxies were
stayed with Ruth and W. R. for more than the two-thirds majora few more days of golf, then ity of stockholders needed to
flew to Paducah where Charlotte carry the proposed amendment.
and the other childreq meet him. A resolution by the HDC recordCotlin print, large white pique collar
Needless to say what_a kick the ing the change in by-laws was
GEORGIC SIDNEY11
kids got out of seeing Bob come slated to be sent to the Secretary
with solid Inserts. Navy and *it,.
IF NOT...
in on a plane.
of State at Frankfort.
Sizes 5-8
Julius Falkoff. Walter Austin
Austin and Bonnie Voorhees and Erle Ezell were appointed
DO IT NOW!
`COETANENT
took Jane and "Dug" to see their as a committee to meet with the
AGNES MOOREHEAD
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Aus- Hickman Garment Co. officials to:
tin B. Voorhees in Baton Rouge, negotiate a revision of their reMaw
COLOR CARTOON
La. They left Sunday morning ntal agreement to cover the
and returned Thursday night. monthly repayments of the SBA
INDIAN SERENADE
While in Baton Rouge Bonnie loan; and finalize plans to intook a couple of golf lessons — so augurate the payroll savings plan.

A column devoted to the social events of our friends
around Hickman. Call Joye at Hickman 2059 for
your social news.

DEWEY JOHNSON

FU LTa N
iii Jr•i

Double Feature
PROGRAM
Friday & Saturday

4

STARLITE
DRIVE-IN THEATRE

TUB - FRI - SAT
2 B-I-G ACTION
ORPHEUM
PACKED HITS

SUNDAY --_1101IDAY It TUESDAY

MEINOft

JACK
WEBB

CARSON • ROOKY

Hickman Voles
To Seek Funds
For Expansion

L

OCID MY
MUM*

Sunday - Monday - Tuesday - Wednesday

El

_SEWAIL

DON DOBBINS • JACKIE LOUGHERY • LIN MdARTHY
MONICA lEWIS • VIRGINIA GREGG • sum msi

... HAVE YOU SEEN OUR COLLECTION OF:
Jean Durain, Ruth Originals,Prissy Missy, Johnston
Inc., Peach 'N Cream... CHILDREN'S DRESSES?

tA

KIM NOVAK
JEFF CHANDLER

$5.95

•

eine

.71111.
,

FOR OFFICE, SCHOOL OR HOME

METAL PORCH
FURNITURE
Chairs

c Fri.-Sat. Only
This Certificate Is Worth $4.21
This certificate and 794 entitles the bearer to one of our genuine indestructible PRESSURE
FILLER FOUNTAIN PENS. INSTANT TOUCH WRITING! NO MORE LEAKING! NO
MORE SHAKING! A lifetime Guarantee with each pen. One size only for ladies, men, boys,
and girls. Assorted Colors!

The Pen With a Lifetime Guarantee

Gliders
Tables

Crease resistant cotton
print, crepe-style white pique collar, daisy trim.
Navy -red.
Shies 2-8R

$7.95

Sines 7-14

$8.95

Easy Terms;
Immediate Delivery

MIME
FURNITURE CO.

THE YOUTH CENTER
306 S. First St.

Union City. Tenn.

207 CHURCH ST.
PHONE 95

1957 DELUXE STREAMLINE PEN
This pea holds 200% more ink than any ordinary pen on the market You can write for
three months on one filling! No repair bills. Every pen tested and guaranteed to be unbreakable for life. Get yours NOW. THIS PEN CARRIES a factory Guarantee. THIS PEN GIVEN
FREE if you buy one in the city for less than FIVE DOLLARS. This certificate good only
during advertising sale.

1111%

I PINS TO
1TCERTIFICATII

The Perfect Pen for Students
ADD lac FOR MAIL ORDK148

Twes

TIN WILL SE
WAS AFTER SALA

408 LAKE ST,
FULTON, KY.
Buy Now While Available!

CITY DRUG CO.

Diary of Doin's
By Mary Nelle Wright
Hear Mary-Nelle's program, "My Fair Lady" every
day on WFUL at 9:30 a.m., Monday through Friday.

1

were Midland, Texas, Carlsbad
Caverns, LI Paso, Juarez., Mexico,
Tombstone. Arizona and Boot
Hill.
They also went to the Indian
Reservation at Sells, Arizona.
While in California they waited
a lot of wonderful places such
as Disneyland, Knotts Berry
Farm, Ghost Town, the ocean
at Long Beach, Hollywood and
C. B. S. and N. B. C. The Graumans Chinese Theatre, Farmers
Market, Brown Derby, and visited through the Forest Lawn at
Glendale.
The Grand Canyon, Painted
Desert, Petrified Forest, Mesa
Verde National Park.,..R.o_y_a I
Gorge,'Pikes Peak and other interesting places were also on their
agenda.

the altar and given in marriage shading from

Ever so often I have a card or a note from a FRIEND
from a FAR AWAY place whom I haven't seen for a
long time and they tell me that they keep in touch with
their 17*.ton friends — through this Diary of Doin's.
Now you may well know lioW HAPPY that makes your
Diarist — in fact, it's a real INSPIRATION to me.
Actually, I never think of these thoughts, that eventually reach the "printed page," as WRITING. Its more The W. E. Green family of Fulenjoyed a FAMILY REUNION
like setting down and having a good old TALK with ton
down at Reelfoot Lake last SunALL of you. And, do you know that includes a LOT day. Out of town guests who
of people scattered all over these United States?
were in Fulton for the nice ocThen — sometimes I have a Bradford's granddaughter, took
newspaper clipping from some away the TOP honors as an
place with an interesting account equestrienne in the jumping
about a former Fultonian or some events at Camp Brevard, a girls'
member of their family. And last summer camp in North Carolina.
week a nice, large manila en- Eugenia has attended this camp
velope from the Peoples Bank of for the past three years and has
Lakelance Florida came in the been outstanding in many of the
major events staged there.
rnaiL
At first, I was a little worried
Our congratulations go to Roabout a Florida Bank writing to
me — but after looking more bert and Mary Rucker of Nashclosely I saw the name PENN ville who are the proud parents
printed just above the name of of a son, Robert, Jr. Robert is a
the bank — so — my worries former Fultonian and we know
were over as I realized that it he is the happiest one with his
was from my GOOD friend, Mary new SON. The Rockers also have
a darling little daughter.
Elizabeth Beadles Penn.
Mary Elizabeth, you know is
Congratulations go to Wendell
the daughter of the late Mr. and
Mrs. Polly Beadles who moved and Louise Hancock Norman.
from Fulton to Lakeland several They, too have a new SON. He
years ago. The envelope she sent has been named James WendelL
contained a copy of the Lake- Wendell and Louise live in Laland Ledger with a delightful ac- Fayette, Indiana where he is atcount of the wedding of Robert tending Purdue University and is
Latta (Bob — to us) Butterfield working on his Master's Degree.
of Orlando, Fla. and Barbara
Two of our FAVORITE people,
West of Lakeland.
We were SO interested in the Helen and "Mr. Mac" McGee, are
story because Bob is the oldest visitors in the fair city. They are
son of one of our own Fulton guests of Mayme Bennett and the
gals, Bena Latta Butterfield. We Joe Bennett family. The McGees
had heard lots about the wedding live in Vicksburg, you know. A
from Mary and Ann Latta. They week or so ago we were so happy
went down to Orlando and Lake- to be with two of their good
land earlier in the week to at- friends from that Mississippi
tend some of the pre-nuptial City, Gloria and Admiral John
Bottom. They stopped in Fulton
parties.
overnight enroute to Chicago.
The Butterfield family, Frank,
Admiral Bottom attended the
Bena and the children, Bob, Sue
U. S. Naval Academy and served
and Frank,. Jr. visit in Fulton
in the navy until he was retired
often as the guests of Bena's
six years ago. But being the
brother, Gilson Latta and her
ALIVE, people they are — they
sister, Emily Hardin.
, had to find some INTERESTING
Our best wishes go to the
outlet— In order to be completely
young couple for their happiness.
happy.
ElizaAnd our thanks to Mary
First, they bought the lovely
beth for sending us the paper.
old ancestral home of Mr. Mac's
(The account of the wedding apwhich is right across the road
pears in this issue.)
on Fort Hill from the MeGee's
nice place. They began working
Rotary Anns of Fulton will be
with all civic groups in Vicksmaking ready for the Annual
burg. They are members of the
Family night given by the RoLittle Theatre which sponsors
tarians on Thursday night at 6:30
THE SHOWBOAT on the river
at the Country Club. It's a night
each year during the ANNUAL
club
get
when members of the
PILGRIMAGE
in the city. Both
their families together and have
Gloria and John STAR in that
fun. My friend, J. D. Hales, says "tear
jerking", "jeers from the
they are looking forward to havaudience" steambeat melodrama.
ing a one hundred per cent atTheir young son, John is also
tendance. And we hope they do
in the cast.
because there is nothing nicer
But even these projects were
than a real picnic with the mamas
not enough for this resourceful
and papas — and the kids!
couple. They hold "Open House"
daily in the lovely ante helium
Jean Stahr Trinca, Dr. Pete's
home, ANCHUCA and they have
wife was in Fulton Sunday evenbuilt an ever SO interesting
ing visiting with her friends.
ANTIQUE SHOP at the back of
We're real sorry to have missed
ANCHUCA.. Gloria and John are
her. The Trincas and their three
a source of real inspiration to
chlildrerai Diane. Sam and Joe
everyone who meets them and
live in El Dorado, Arkansas.
we are certainly looking forward
to visiting in Vicksburg in the not
Richard and Lorriane Newton
too distant future.
and children, Susan and Larry
have returned to their home in
The Dee Fergusons and their
Falls Church, Virginia after
children, Gary and Linda, have
spending several days with the
returned from a trip to several
McDade, Baird and Wright famiwestern states. Places visited
lies in Highlands.
Spent Monday afternoon "just
talkin'" with Elsie Weeks — about the WONDERFUL trip that
she and hubby, Louis, have just
returned from. The Weeks and
Elsie's sister, Wilma Berger, and
husband, Ben, of Oklahoma City
left about three weeks ago for a
western trip that included a delightful visit with the Weaks'
daughter, Mary Davis Dicken
and her husband, John. The Dickens family is stationed in Sacremento, Calif. with the Air
Force. It surely was a PERFECT
trip in EVERY way. They made
ALL of the interesting spots on
the way out to California. And
you may KNOW what FUN they
had while visiting Mary Davis
and John. Just think of the
GLAMOUR of being on top of
the Mark Hopkins in San Francisco at SUNSET! They DID just
that! And — they rode the
CABLE CAR, too. Maybe I'd better stop writing about it because
this hooked rug here under my
feet is NOT a MAGIC CARPET
and it's for SURE that I have to
hop on a carpet of that kind —
before I'll ever get to CALIFORNIA! (But, confidentially, Mary.
I have a coffee can that has
twenty DIMES in it — that I'm
'a savin').
Eugenia Harris, Nelle Martin

casion were Mrs. Eugene Thomas,
the former Lillian Green of Fulton who now lives in Hollywood.
She is a guest of her sister, Edra
Earle Hilliard (Mrs. Gene) at her
home on Walnut Street. Another
sister, Mrs. Bob Grandy of Chicago is also a guest in the Hilliard home. Lillian's daughter
and HER daughter, Cherylynn,
were also here to attend the reunion. They live in Oswego, N. Y.
And from Knoxville way came
May burn Green, a brother to the
Three "girls. They've all had
worlds of fun just being together
and we're all happy that they
were here for such an occasion.
One of the loveliest parties
honoring bride-elect Frederica
Gibson was a bridesmaids luncheon given on Saturday at 12:30
at the Park Terrace. Hostesses for
the occasion were Eron Hill and
daughter, Mary Ann, Mozelle
Gregory and daughter, Betty.
A delicious three-course luncheon was served to the following
guests, Nelle Gibson, mother of
the-- bride, Mrs. George White,
mother of the groom, Beverly
Hill, Agatha Voelpel, Shirley
Walker of Memphis, Shirley Easley Hawks, Shirley Homra of
Tiptonville, Tenn., Norma Owen
and Eleanor Harper cif Memphis.
The table held as its centerpiece a beautiful white milk glass
epergne filled with gold marigolds. Frederica wore a yellow
mum corsage, a gift from her
hosts. She was also presented
with a set of crackled glass beverage glasses. All of the bridesmaids were given attractive
costume bracelets evil gift twat
the bride-to-be.
A lovely affair that climaxed
a round of pre-nuptial parti
was the rehearsel party given by
Mr. and Mrs. George C. White,
of Memphis, Tennessee honoring
Miss Frederica Gibson and their
son, Wayne White, whose marriage was selemnized at the First
Methodist Church on Sunday the
twenty fifth of August. The dinner given at the Park Terrace
private dining morn followed the
wedding rehearsal at the Methodist Church on Saturday evening.
The tables were arranged in
a U shape and held arrangements
of white gladioli white stock
and deep purple asters with satin
bows and streamers. A delicious
four-course dinner was served.
The honoree wore an informal dinner dress of beige lace
over a slightly deeper shade of
taffeta. The sheath line dress
featured a sabrina front neckline and a deep V in the back.
The high empire waistline was
finished with wide brown velvet which formed a tailored
bow. Her accessories were beige
and she had a corsage of carnations.
The hostess wore black chif-

TO THE PUBLIC
We are pleased to announce that
we have purchased the

BO-PEEP MOTEL
on the Martin Highway in South Fulton,
from Mr. Howard Arnold

Mrs. 3. Wayne White

Methodist Church Scene of Wedding Of
Frederica Gibson and J. Wayne White
The light of many candles and
the late afternoon sunlight shining through the beautiful stained
glass windows shed a radiant
glow on a wedding scene of unusual beauty on Sunday afternoon the twenty fifth of August,
nineteen hundred and fifty seven,
when Miss Frederica Gibson,
lovely young daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. James Frederick Gibson, became the bride of J. George
Wayne White. son of Mr. and
Mrs. George C. White of hiemfon designed with tucked detail.
Mrs. Fred Gibson, mother of the
bride, wore a dinner frock of pink
salyna with metallic and rhinestone trimming.
The guest list included fifty
persons who were members of
the wedding party and out-oftown guests for the wedding.

phis, Tennessee. The impressive
double ring ceremony was solemnized in the First Methodist
Church with the pastor of the
church, the Reverend Henry E.
Russell, officiating. A large assembly of relatives and friends of
the young couple and their parents witnessed the ceremohy at
five thirty o'clock.
As the guests assembled Mrs.
Gus G. Bard, organist, gave a
program of nuptial music. Preceding the ceremony Miss Beverly Hill, soprano, sang "Because"
—D'Hardelot and "Oh Promise
Me"—DeKoven. Following the
ministerial prayer she sang the
Barnby wedding hymn, "0 Perfect Love". The wedding marches from Wagner and Mendelssohn were used for the processional and the recessional.
The bride, who was escorted to

formal wedding gown, an Emil
original creation, of crystal
white imported Italian pure silk
Chantilly lace poised over tulle
and bridal satin. The closely
fitted bodice was slightly elongated and was pointed below the
waistline. The sabrina neckline
revealed the exquisite scalloped
border design of the lace; the
long sleeves ended in points over
her hands. Tiny'covered buttons
closed the back. The voluminous
skirt was fashioned of alternating ruffles of the bordered lace
and finely pleated tulle. Addilimit fullness was given to the
lace panel in the back which was
edged in the tulle pleating and
developed into a full length
fan-shaped train. Her tiered veil
of hand rolled illusion featured a
face veil and fell from a lace
crown which was studded with
seed pearls. She wore pearl earrings and a single strand pearl
necklace which were gifts of the
groom. She carried a white Bible
which was topped with a large
pure white Cattelya orchid surrounded with lilies of the valley.
The flowers were caught with
illusion and tied and showered
willh double faced, picot-edged
satin ribbons.
Miss Eleanor Harper was the
maid of honor: the bridesmaids
were Miss Mary Ann Hill, Miss
Shirley Walker, Miss Norma
Owen, Mrs. Charles Homra, and
Mrs. Jerry Hawks.
The flower girls were Lynn
Lashlee and Julie Ann Hall
cousins of the bride. Lee Hall also a cousin of the bride was the
ringbearer.
The groom's father served him
as best man. The ushers were
Jerry White, brother of the
groom, John Wyly Lalilee,
cousin of the bride. Richard
Pruitt, DeWayne Anderson and
James Greenhill.
The bride's mother wore a
beautiful afternoon
dress, a
Tee-Ca-Mode original, of deep
beige sheer silk peau de soie.
over matching taffeta. The dress
was designed along sheath lines.
Narrow bows of the material
were placed at each shoulder.
Matching Chantilly lace with
scalloped edge filled in the neckline and formed the sleeves. The
silk skirt was draped to the
back and a self bow was placed
at the top of a flared lace inset
in the back of the skirt. She
wore a shell hat of feathers

Modern 3 - Piece
BEDROOM SUITE

MR. and MRS. C. A. TURNER
Owners and Operators

and her purse was brown satin.
She wore a fuschia orchid corsage.
Mrs. White, mother of the
groom, wore an afternoon dress
of cud blue Chantilly lace with
matching tulle folds outlining
the deep V neckline. Mrs. 0. P.
Lashlee, maternal grandmother
of the bride wore pale blue crepe
with crystal and pearl embroidery and a blue satin hat.
Following the ceremony Mr.
and Mrs. Gibson entertained with
a formal reception at the Fulton
Clubie receiving and
untie
ryting
CoAss
serving the guests were Mrs. 0.
P. Lashlee, Mrs. Parks Swaim,
Mrs. Louis Weeks, Mrs. Vodie
Hardin, Mrs. Vernon Owen, Mrs.
Maxwell McDade, Mrs. Harvey
Maddox, Mrs. Jerry White, Mrs.
Billy Blackstone, Miss Betty
Gregory, Miss Marian Blackstone,
Miss Betty Nunn, Miss Ann
Smith, and Miss Ann Abernathy.
Early in the evening Mr. a-id
Mrs. White left for their wedding
trip after which they will be at
home in Knoxville, Tennessee
where Mrs. White will be a member of the faculty of the Knoxville Schools and Mr. White will
be a student in the College of
Law of the University of Tennessee.

A PROUD CHILD
IS A NAPPY CHILD
Playing a Wurlitzer
Piano deve1aps pride I
of accompl.ihment.
TIMM'S MUSIC DEPT.
Union City, Tem.

FREE
INNERSPRING
with the purchase
of any 3-piece
BEDROOM SUITE

Positively II. One Week Only
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Sale Ends August 31, 1957

Toth
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Foam Rubber

7-Piece Chrome

BED SOFAS
With Innerspring Mattress
$158.00

DINETTE SUITES
$79.50

9x12 STANDARD WEIGHT LINOLEUM
We will sincerely appreciate your friendship and support, in helping us maintain this
fine motel.
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Barbara West And Robert Butterfield
Are Married In Lakeland, Florida
Miss Barbara West became the
bride of Robert Latta Butterfield
of Orlando in a candlelight ceremony at First Methodist Church
at 5:30 o'clock. Dr. J. Milburn
McLeod performed the ceremony.
The bride is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. B. D. West. 905
Pahnola Drive, and the bridegr
ants parents are Mr. and Mrs.
Eiutterfield-of Orlando.
Wedding music was presented
by Mrs. Wayma Reid Robson,
organist,- and Mrs.. -John Hamilton, soloist.
Wearing a formal wedding
gown Of Italian silk over tulle,
the bride was escorted to the altar by her father. The gown had
a basque bodice with Sabrina
neckline and brief shirred
sleeves. The bride's bouquet was
a nosegay of small white carnations and sprays of pink sweetheart roses entwined with ropes
of simulated pearls.

CLASS REUNION—
Conts•trad from Page Ons
right down in the middle of the
floor." That brought as hearty
a laugh from the class today as
It did 48 years ago.
Each of the "students" brought
some mememto of the school days
and the class prophecy, the last
will and testament of the class
and old class pictures were read
and viewed with much delight.
The Class of 1909 consisted of
seventeen students, ten girls and
seven boys. None of the class
members married each other, but
the class had its share of school
day romances.
Mrs Watson, for whom the reunion was held, is a sister of Mr.
Reeds. It was evident from the
conversation on Tuesday that the
class had kept in touch with each
other and that all of the girls
In the class were still livng
In asking one of the class
members what they discussed
mostly at the party one of them
laughed and said. Well, its not
our ages that's certain."
Members of the class present
were Hattie (Anderson) Wood,
Arnmie (Reeds) Watson, Ina
(Foy) Little. Gladys (Robinson)
Moore. Pattie May (Sigmon)
Burnette. Corrine (Pickering)
Evans, Mary (Webb) Shepherd,
Bettie ( Davis) Hastings and
Carnmie (Linton) Newton
Other members of the class
were. Robert Bard, Frances
(Calder) Ezell. Kathleen (Chambers) Chitwood, Edd Kelley, Will
Morris, Herbert Rankin. Roy
Thomas. Charles Thompson and
Prank Wright.

nette-Blue,
Georse Burnett.- The Fulton News,
Thursday, August 29, 1957, Page 5
Um, Wily Bisiathe-41..e., Wird
I ornettc Rue,
Pcut BrucePurchase Motel
Red, Ray Bruce-Blue.
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Turner anIn the Dairy Show Linda Colnounce this week that they have
lier showed the Junior Champurchased the Bo-Peep Motel
pion. Ward Burnette the Grand
ifrom Howard Arnold, and will
Champion and Ward Burnette
assume active management on
won the showmanship halter.
September 1st.
L. K. McBride of near Bells,
The Jackson Purchase Production Credit Association gave a Tennessee died Tuesday morn,
•••••••••••00...
gold cup to the winner Ward ing. He is the father of L. M.
Christian
How
McBride, who is employed at the
plurriette.
Browder Milling Co. Funeral SerScience Heals
vices were conducted Wednesday
CRUTCHIPIZLD PABTOR
"A Difficult Business
afternoon at 2:00 p. m at the
The Rev. Iral Henderson has Holly Grove Baptist Church.
Situation Healed"
been called as the new Pastor
(1270 Kt., Nasality 5:1.0
mil%
of the Crutchfieki Baptist •Church.
Go' To Church "lituallay
-..01111111,

All attendants were attited in
ballerina length dresses .of Pink
and rose petal taffeta, featuring
a sweetheart neckline and cap
sleeves.
Miss Judith Zellner of Orlando,
a cousin of the bride, was maid
of honor. Other attendants were
Miss Sue Butterfield of Orlando
and Miss Joann Adair of Lakeland.
Mr. Butterfield served his son
as best man. Ushers were Jerry
Cloud; Claude- Skinner, Tort'
Pinel, Britt Simms, Frank Butterfield, Jr., all of Orlando, and
Jack Sneed of Tampa.
For a wedding trip to New
Linda Arrington, a many-time winner of awards for
Orleans the bride wore a midnight blue silk and linen sheath her abilities in 4-H Club work was named Farm Bureau
dress with black accessories and Queen last week. Runner-up was Elaine Butler, right.
a corsage of sweetheart roses.
Cup.
FARM BUREAU—
Guernsey Division: -- Junior
from
One
Continued
Page
BECKY EDWARDS—
yearling—Gene Hardy, Blue.
1.
J.
B.
Parker,
2..
Bobbie
Shuff,
(Continued front rage One)
Jersy Division.--Junior Calbe done in this room. I guess you 3. Thomas Farmer.
Angus-1. John Phillip May- ves — 1. George Ely Burnette,
would say that it is a pale yellow
Blue, First, 27 Zdward Butler,
or cream color trimmed in a field, 2. John Phillip Mayfield, 3.
Red, 3. Elaine Butler, Red.
Lynn
Major.
beautiful tan. The tan trimming
Senior Calves:—Linda Colliergives it that finished look. The
Herefords-1. Charles Mikel, 2. Blue and first, Linda
Collier-Red,
library, which is really part of Cary Isbell, 3. Charles Mikel.
Donald Collier-Red., Dickie Colthe study hall, is in green.
PTA Rerords-1, John Phillip lier-Red, Edward Butler-White,
Coach Thomas's room is done Mayfield, 2. Bobbie Shuff.
George Burnette-Blue, Don Burin a beautiful blue with turquoise
4-H Records-1. David Moss, 2. nette-Red, Weaver Dickersonfocus wall and turquoise trim- Charles Mikel, 3 Shelia Moss, Red, Billy
Burnette-Blue, Ray
ming. If you look at it too long 4. Pat Dowdy, 5. James Everett. Bruce-Red.
Instead of the teacher, it might
Blus Ribbon Calves—Charles
Junior yearlings.—Elaine Butput out your eyes.
Mikel, John Phillip Mayfield, .J. ler-Red, Don Burnette-Blue, first,
Across the han front this loud B. Parker, Cary Isbell, John Paul Bruce-Red, Ray Bruce-Blue.
room is Mrs. Howell's English Pullin Mayfield, Bobby Shuff
Senior Yearlings:—Linda Colroom. No student can finish Thomas Farmer.
lier-Red, Don Collier-Blue, first,
school now days without FreshRed Ribbon Calves — David Dickie Collier-Red, Paul Bruceman English in this light green Moss, Shelia Moss, Cary Isbell, Blue.
room with an army green focus Pat Dowdy, Lynn Major, Charles
To-year-old cows: — George
wall and trimming.
Mikel.
Burnette-Blue, Ward BurnetteWhite Ribbon Calves — Ken- Blue, First, Don Burnette-Blue,
Since that seems to be all of
the top and main floor, let's go neth Mathis, James Everett, J. B. Ray Bruce-Blue.
Three-year-old cows: — George
down to the basement, where Parker.
Champion in Showmanship, Burnette-Blue, first, Billy Burthere are several important classrooms. The recreation room, Charles Mikel. The Jackson Pur- aette-Blue, Georg.: Burrette
where there is always much acti- chase Production Credit AssociaAged Cows:—Don Collier-Blue
vity, is done in a beautiful shade tion gave the winner la Gold Dickie Collier-n . Warr." Burof pink with a deep rose trimming.
The sewing room is the Horne
Lc. department is in light green.
Many pretty dresses can be made
In these
surroundings.
The
kitchen is a salmon, if you know
what that is.
That leaves the typing room
which is in pale yellow with an
army green trimming.
As you have gone all over the
school, you should have noticed
the bright shinny floors, which
have just been varnished. With
all this painting, the lights (new ,
last year) and the heating (new
year before last), any student
will be glad to work hard in Fulton High next year.

DEATHS
J. K. McBride

Don't miss these Week-end Bargains
BOYS DUNGAREES
• 10-oz. Denim

GIRLS' ANKLETS
• Triple fold top
• Sizes 9 to 11
• Regularly 59c

• Western Style
•Size 6-16

$1.69

3

GIRLS PANTIES

PRS. 0.00

BOYS BRIEFS
AND UNDERSHIRTS

•Nylonized Tricot
• Assorted Colors
•Sizes 6 to 12

•Sizes 6 to 16
• Regularly 49c

4 PAIRS $1.00

3

FOR $1.00

Wes-Tenn. Dept. Stores, Inc.
Lake Street

Plume 1111

40%0
LATEST DESIGNS! NO SECONDS!

Famous GILLETTE

Fulton,

BRAND-NEW
GILLETTE
TIRES
NO DISCONTINUED TYPES!

elvest GILLETTE

PRESIDENT

PRESIDENT DELUXE

• Safest, strongest tire at anywIseire Near this price!
• Famous President non-skid tread t
• Factory-fresh rubber for extra mileage!
• Also available In tubeless and whitewalls!

• New-tire safety even when % wore!
• Backed by famous Gillette Guarantee!
• Extra-high mileage! Extra-sur• skid protection!
• Also available in tubeless, whitewalls, of nylon,
on easy, easy terms!

YOUR SIZE AT 40% SAVING!

40% SAVINGS ON EVERY SIZE!

(PLUS TAX AND YOUR OLD RECAPPABLE TIRE)

Getting a good laugh out of the prophesies made
about them in the Class Prophecy of the class of 1909
are left to right: Ina Little, Ammie Watson, Mary Shepherd and Glad Moore. In the center of the group is Mrs.
Clint Reeds, hostess for the reunion.

The Gifted Palmist & Psychic Reader
Sister of nine sisters born under the Veil

Has the Gift from Ancestors and Practice of all Human Knowledge and Advisor of Character Readings

MADAM SUE
THE INDIAN WOMAN
NEW IN THIS PART OF COUNTRY
Tells You any and Everything You Wish to Know
Without Asking Any Questions — Three Questions
Answered FREE!!!

$5.50

4

-4

, KY.

Licensed By State and County
Gives True and Never Failing Advice onAll Affairs of Life—
If worried, troubled or in doubt, consult
this psychic reader at once. She can and will
help you. Consult her on business, love, marriage, lost articles speculations of all kinds!
Don't be discouraged if others have failed to
do. One visit will convince you, this Medium
and Divine Healer is superior to any •reader
you have consulted. Visit her today, tomorrow
may be too late.
Private and confidential Readings Daily
and Sunday — 8 a. m. to 10 p. m.
Readings For White and Colored
I Modern Trailer — Look For Hand Sign of Natural Palm
Located on US 51 just South of Clinton, Ky., at Smith's Independent Station., Across from Bridge's Gulf Station
BRING THIS CARD WITH YOU FOR

SPECIAL READING 50c
Full Life Reading, $1 — All Questions Free After Life Reading

Announcing ... a NEW
BUDGET PLAN
FOR PURCHASES AT PIPELINE STATIONS
zA L4W
Down Payment

Easy Weekly or
Monthly Payments

Ask Your Pipeline
Dealer! It's E-A-S-Y

Yes! Pipeline Stations Carry A Full Stock of Tubes For
Tubeless Tires. All Sizes In Stock

J. L. Grooms & Sons
AND PIPELINE SERVICE STATIONS
J. L. GROOMS & SONS OFFICE
FULTON, KY.
MEARS ST.
PHONE 723

THREE PIPELINE STATIONS IN FULTON TO SERVE YOU
W. State Line
Lake Street At
US 51-45 By-Pass
State Line
In West Fulton
In The Highlands

Ky.

Mrs. C. H. Newman, 83, a resident of anon county for many
years. died at 10:46 p. m. Monday,
August Iv, at the resident of a
daughter, Mrs. Ray Flowers of
Pilot Oak, 11:y., where she lived
since Nov 25, 1958.
Mrs. Newman. who had been
in Ill health for several months,
fell March 1st, breaking her hip,
and had been bedfast since that
time.
Services were held at 2:30 p.

Accurate
WORKMANSHIP
At Low Cost
Watches, Clocks and Tim
Mom at Ai Ebbela Amosroteki Rapadred at Low Coed

ANDREWS
Jewelry Company

Wednesday, Animist $3.-at the
First Baptist dumb et MOB
City. The Rev. L. 1. Kingston of
Water Valley, Ky., ofhctated, assisted by the Peev. Daniel B. Cameron, pastor. Burial was in East
View cemetery

Mrs. Newman .the former Mettle Lou Wilson, was born March
17, 18'14, in Obion county east of
Kenton, the daughter of J. B.
and Mollie Jones Wilson. She
lived at Kenton until 1923 when
she moved to Union City.
Mr. Newman, who died July 21,
1941, had been a farmer but was
employed at the Brown Shoe Co..
Union City, at the time of his
death.

Mrs. Elizabeth Sinclair, 105
Norman St., died Sunday morning at 10:15 at the home of her
daughter, Mrs. Tommy Forehand
on Fourth St.
Mrs. Sinclair was tne wiciow of
the late Ben Sinclair. She was
born in Bolivar, Tenn., and lived
there until 1910 when she and
her husband came to Fulton to
make their home.
Mrs. Sinclair was a member of
the First Methodist Church and
a Golden Link member of Circle No. 4 of the Woman's Society of Christian Service..
Survivors include three daughters, Mrs. Haywood Ellis, Martin,
Tenn., Mrs. Otis Sisson and Mrs.
Tommy Forehand, Fulton; four
grandchildren, Charles Ellis,
Joyce Forehand, Nancy and
Carolyn Sisson; two sisters, Mrs.
Fannie Doyle, Bolivar, Tenn.,
and Mrs. Evie Crisp, Memphis;
several nieces and nephews, and
a host of friends.

Besides
her
daughter, Mrs.
Newman is survived by a son. E.
R. Newman of the Sanders Chapel community, a sister. Mrs.
Katie Harrison of Memphis, seven grandchildren and 20-greatFuneral services were held
grandchildren. Five children preTuesday morning at ten o'clock
ceded her in death.
at the Hornbeak Funeral Home.
Rev. H. E. Russell of First Methodist Church and Rev. Oakley
Woodside of Cumberland Presbyterian Church conducted the
services. Burial was in the Union
cemetery in Bolivar, Tenn.

1 FEDERAL LAND BANK LOANS
Long Term — Low Interest
No appraisal fee
You pay only for the time that you use
the money.

Obion Weakley Nat'l Farm Loan Ass'n
A. C. Fields, Sec-Treas
Tel 453, Union City, Tennessee

MORE THAT'S FREE/
NEW,
MORE THAT'S
SEE.'
moRE TO
MORE TO 001
at

KENTUCKY STATE FAIR
ATTRACTIONS!
ENJOY THESE BIG

FUN FOR ALL
e Rodeo-Sept 6. 7£ 8
* Horse Saow- Sect 9it
e Pro Fooeball- Sect 15
e Fabulous Draw Horns
e Olio. Shows& Wm
a Cooky *sic SooSept. 8
The Earn SMSIRit Racine Gardens
Tractor Square Dance
*Birclesid
* Mordents Wilhite

Sept 12, 13 & 14
* PAT tOONF
• FONTANE SISTERS
* lASSIE

•1.4PATZTTZ DAY — SIFT III •&PECTAL 11.112-101101J14 PROGRAM — SZPT. II •NO4H10,
MANE ri..riNc COPIIRST— BKPT.111 a GOSPIEL QUA/1TR CONTEST— IIIPT 10 •KT.
RURAL KIALTRIC SLAMS carcroor-UPT 10 •4-H litacroa DRIVING COMMIT
—WT.10 •INTERNATIONAL FIDDEK corm:yr- SZPT 11 •rrA TOSACCO ALPO.
TiONZHILS OONTIMIT — WT.IS •NATIONAL SQUARE DANCZ °owner- WT.IR

COME TO THE FAIR-BRING THE WHOLE FAMILY
STATE FAH TXXITS AVALABMI AT YOUR LOCAL INTHINATIONAL NAV/5M osAuR

Funeral services for Mrs. Lucy
Moore, wife of Bee Moore, were
held Tuesday afternoon at two
o'clock at the Rock Springs Baptist Church, conducted by Bro.
Commodore Braise.
Mrs. Moore died Saturday
morning at Haws Memorial Hospital. She was born January 14,
1881 in Fulton County, the
daughter of the late Hiram and
Remina Jane Kimbro Kearby.
She married Mr. Moore on July
31, 1913.
Mrs. Moore was a member of
the Rock Springs Primitive Baptist Church and lived all her life
in the Crutchfield community.

ITS A GIRL
Mr. and Mrs Bobby Norman
of Fulton are the proud parents
of a baby girl born August 21 at
Fulton Hospital.
IT'S A GIRL
Mr and Mrs H L. Mathis are
the proud parents of a six pound,
eight ounce baby girl, Donna
Lee, born at Centralia, Ill., on
Aug. 21. Mrs. Mathis Is the former Evelyn Latham
IT'S A BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Billie Sutter of
Water Valley, Route 2, are the
proud parents of a seven pound.
eight ounce baby -boy, born Aug
24, at 8:35 a. m.
Irs A BOY
Mr and Mrs. Joe Gambill of
Fulton are the proud parents of
a seven pound, 14 ounce baby
boy, James Cleveland. born Aug
24, at 3:30 a m.
IT'S A BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Wendell Norman
of IPulton are the proud parents
of a son, born at 3 35 a m., Aug
24. The baby
weighed eight
pounds, three ounces and was
named James Wendell Norman

Senator John Sherman Cooper
(R-Kentucky) said he was informed today by the Secretary of
Agriculture that the 1958 Agriculture Conservation Program
will remain "substantially the
same" as in 1957.
The Department's action in effect ends an earlier threat of eliminating
several
widely-used
conservation practices.
Kentucky's share of the national ACP program amounts to an
estimated 87 million which is
available to farmers on a costsharing basis for such conservation practices as: top-dressing
with lime, seeding of short-term
and rotation cover, conservation
draining and ditching, building
livestock ponds, providing scrub
and brush control, tree planting,
contour and strip cropping, construction of sod waterways and
check dams, pasture and range
management, terracing, and controlling of wind erosion.
In 1955, more than 51,000 farms
in Kentucky, representing 38 per
cent of the State's farm land,
participated in the ACP program.

Bear) Darnell, Carlos H. Lan
nom, J. C. McClelland and George
W. Watts, Hickman and W. L
Holland, Fulton were the Fulton
Countains attending the eighth
annual Leadership Conference of
the Kentucky Education Association, which was held at Murray
August 11-15.
•'

pla

We have funeral services in price ranges to fit your
financial circumstances. You will not find prices more
reasonable anywhere in this area

CREDIT ON TENN. BURIAL POLICIES—
We give full credit when you call us to serve you-

PHONE 88

408 EDDINGS STREET
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Here are just a few of thS hundreds of values throughout
Broken sixes. Limited qualtitios, so hurry!

our

store.

50 LADIES COTI'ON SLIPS
Req. to MU

100 pr. LADIES ALBA HOSE
Reg. $1.35

20 LADIES BLOUSES
Reg. $1.99

118c
-11
1 LADIES HOUSE DRESSES

NUMBER ONE IN
CROSS-COUNTRY
ECONOMY MST
-CHEVROLET!
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half-brothers, John and Curley
She is survived by her hus- Lamkin. both of Clinton. and one
and, two brothers, Bryan of sister, Mrs. Bill Griggs, Clinton
Crutchfield and Leroy of Hickman, and two sisters, Mrs. Janice
Kearth of Chicago and Mrs.
Francis Cunningham of WashingWayne B)assee. trener Clinton
ton, D. C.
resident. , died Tuesday, August
20. at his home in Wood River,
111.
Funeral services were hold FriWilliam Lonnie Lamkin 62. day at 2 p m at the
died Tuesday afternoon. August Hopkins
and
Brown
Funeral
30. at his home near Clinton
Home with the Rev
Vpnon
Funeral
services
were
held Bradley officiating
Thursday, August 22, at 2 p. m
Burial was in Mt. Morish
at the First Baptist Church with metery
the Rev. Kenneth Houchins officiating.
Burial was in
Cemetery.
Mr. Lamkin, a retired farmer,
Is survived by his widow, Mrs.
Trula Lamkin; his mother, Mrs.
Ella
Lamkin; four
daughters,
Mrs. Leslie Lewis Jr., Fulton, Mrs.
Elton MorganU, Mayfield; Mrs.
Scott DeMyer, Hickman and Mrs.
Harley
Brooks, Hickman; two

I

FOUR SPECIES
Tour species of magnolia-the
great-leafed, the small-leafed cuAugust 30 LaNeUe Bugg ote- cumber tree, the ear-leafed and
the Bynum, Mary Jane Oruoe, the umbrella tree-bloom in late
June in Kentucky
Joan Matthews, Ethel Williams. May or early
Nathan
Gossum,
August
31:
Jimmie
Dominion, /Ars
Virgil
Davis. Roy Fields. September I:
Betty Ann Hoffman, W. R. MUchke, Jr., Patsy Croc.ker, Cynthia
Hotnra, Joan McClanahan. Mrs.
E. R.,.Krughton. Jamie Wade;
//Wernher
3:
Linda
Thorpe,
Mary Idella Bondurant; September 3: Virene Beard, Mrs. Ben
Norman; September 4: Mrs. Leland Jewell, Jane Shelby. Cathy
Hyland, Peggy Jeen Reams, Dr.

$200 value

Drive the car that recorded up to
17% greater fuel savings in a conclusive transcontinental economy
test of the three leading low-priced
cars—sanctioned and certified by
NATA.• Running from Los Angeles
to New York, Chevy proved that it
costs least to operate of all three!
It just goes to,prove that Chevy
offers more of the important things
that make for happier driving.
Remarkable pep and handling ease;

that kind of mad-holding ability
usually associated with sports cars;
and, to round it off nicely, outstanding economy. Drive one soon at your
Chevrolet dealer's.
•Nalarairl A MaNipieve Traffic Amanialia•

OlICT 51

See Your Local Authorized Chevrolet Dealer
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8:30 Looking For Knowledge 7:30 Richard Diamond
9:00 Susan's Shaw
8:00 Burns & Allen
9:30 It's A Hit
Joyce Taylor •
8:30
Talent Soca+ ts
H):00 Big Top
9:00 Dr. Hudson's Journal
11:00
Western
Roundup
We had a nice cool week, but
11:45 Dizzy Dean Show
9:30 Man Called X
August 29 - September 4
no rain, the sun is shining this
11:55 Game of the Week
10:00 State Trooper
morning but It isn't hot yet..
Giants VS Dodgers
10:30 Channel 12 Theatre
Thursday
Mrs. Canine Taylor was the Sat3:00 The Hopeful
11:30 News & Weather
urday afternoon guest of Mrs. 6:45 Morning News
3:30 Hollywood Matinee
Tuesday
Rose Braun and Miss Emma 6:55 Today's Weather
0:00 The Big Picture
7:00 Captain Kangagroo
6:45 Morning News
Carr.
13:30 Soldiers of Fortune
7:45 Morning News
6:65 Today's Weather
Mr. and Mrs Roy Emerson 8:00
7:06 Gale Storm Show
Fred Waring Show
7:00 Captain Kangaroo
called on Mr. and Mrs Bernice 830 Godfrey Time
7:30 S.R.O. Playhouse
7:45 Morning News
Boulton Sunday. Mr. and Mrs. 9:30
8:90 Jfmmy Durante
Strike It Rich
8:00 Gary Moore Show
Hawkins of Pulton were also 10:00 Hotel
8:30 Two For The Money
8:30 Godfrey Time
Cosmocolillan
guests.
9:00 Gun/moire
10:11 Love of Life
9:00 Godfrey Time
Mr. and Mrs. Tremon Rickman 10:30 Search for Tomorrow
9:30 Grunch & Dee
9:16 Godfrey Time
and Mn. McNeit were dinner 40411 Guiding Light
J0:00 Lawrence Welk Show
9:30 Strike ..14 Rich
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Boaz 11:00 Walter Cronkite News
11:00 Channel 12 Theatre
10:00 Hotel Cosmopolitan
House.
12:00 News & Weather
11:10 Stand Up Be Counted
10:15 Love of Life
Joyce Taylor ate supper in the 11:30 As The World Tusns
Sunday
10:30 Search For Tomorrow
Bill Matthews home Thursday 12:00 Our Kiss Brooks
8:00 Lamp Unto My Feet
10:45 Guiding Light
night. Other guests were Bro. and 11:30 House Party
8:30 Look Up and Lieu
11:00 This is your Music
Mrs. Norman
Crittenden
and 1:00 The Big Payoff
9:00 Eye On New York
1120 Watching The Weather
girls, Bro. A. L. Mays, Mr. and
9:30
Camera Three
130 Bob Crosby Show
11:30 As The World Turns
Mrs A. A McGuire and Mr and
19:00
Let's Take A Trip
2:00 Brighter Day,
12.00 Our Miss Brooks
Mrs. Roy Emerson.
1,0:30 Man To Man
2:11 Secret Storm
12/0 House Party
19:45. The Livkig Word
Mr. and Mrs Tommie Moore 2:30 Edge of Night
1:00 The Big Payoff
11:00 Heckle & Jackie
1.30 The Verdict is Yours
were Ike Sunday dinner guests of 3:00 Jimmy Dean Show
Cartoon
11:30
Carers
Wild
Bill
Nickok
3:43
Mr and Mrs Joe Taylor
.
2:00 Brighter Day
Corral
12:00 What 1 Person Can Ds 2:16 Barret Storm
Mr and Mrs. Paul House of 4:00 Cowboy
5:00 The Little Rascals
12:30 R. F. D.
2:28 Edge sle Night
Tennessee were guests of his un530 Sheens, Queen of Jungle 12:46 Industry on Parade
3:00 Jimmy Dean Show
cle and aunt, Mr. and Mrs. T. C.
1:00 The Big Picture
6:00 The Scoreboard
3:43 Home di Market
:louse. a few days last week.
1:30 Hollywood Matinee
4011 Watching The Weather
4:00 Cowboy Corral
Mr and Mrs. L. A. Rowland of 0:15 Douglas Edwards
3:00 This Is The Life
5:00 Superman
Lynn Grove and Mr. and Mrs. 0:30 Annie Oakley
3:30 This Is Your Music
5/0 Hartoone
0. F. Taylor and Joyce visited in 7:00 Waterfront
4:00 Pace The Nation
5:40 Looney Timms
the W. L. Rowland home Bun- 7:30 Playhouse 90
4:30 World News Sounds')
5:60 Sunny Funnies
afternoon. Joanne Luther 9:90 Highway Petri
1:00 The Last Word
6:00 The Scoreboard
Ma also a caller
9:30 Climax .
5:30 You Are There
616 Watching The Weather
Dorothy Emerson reits 10:30 Channel-9iliMitire
6:00 Telephone Time
6E13 Douglas Edwards
6:30 My Favorite Husband
very ill in the Jones Clinic in 11/0 News & Weather
610 Neale Thee lune
Prbday
Fulton.
7:00 G. 11. Theatre
700 Phil Silver.
7:30 Hitchcock Presents
710 Spotlight Playhouse
Mesdames Ityaltrie Yates and 6.48 Morning_ News
800 $64.000 Challenge
8:00 $44,000 Quorums
Mrs. 6:86 Today's Weather
visited
Rickman
Bertha
8:30 Count of Monte Cristo
8:30 Playhouse of Mystery
Julia Williams Monday afternoon 7:00 Captain Kangaroo
7:46 Morning News
9:00 Ed Sullivan
9:00 To Tell The Truth
of last week.
19:00 Captain David Oriel
9:30 Private Secretary
Mrs. Lotiime Ragsdale was the 8:00 Prod Waring
10:30 Channel 12 Theatre
1008 The Silent Servise
guest of her brother and family. 9:30 Strike It Rich
Hotel
Cosmopolitan
10:00
1110 News & Weather
10:30 Channel 1.1 Theatre
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Matthews and
10:15 Love of Lite
Mendes
11:30 News & Weather
L*ny. one night last week.
0:46 Morning News
Wednesday
Mrs. Margaret Carr and Ran- 10:80 Search for Tomorrow
6:65 Today's Weeds
6:46 Morning Nows
dal of Lone Oak visited her 10:41 Guiding Light
7.00 Captain Kangaroo
8-86 Today's Weather
parents. Mr. and Mrs. Roy Em- 11:00 Walter Cronicite Now.
11:10 Stand Up Be Counted
745 Morning News
7-00 Captain Kangaroo
erson Thursday.
S•00 Gary Moore Show
1110 As The World Turns
7-45 Morning News
13:00
Our Miss Brooks
8:30 Godfrey Time
8 00 Gary Moore Show
12.30 Industry On Parade
9:30 Strike It Rich
8:30 Morning Meditalien
10:00 Hotel Cosmopolitan
•CHESTNUT GLADE 12:43 House Party
8:49 Godfrey Time
10:15 Love of Life
Mn. Remy Vaughn • 1:00 The Big Payoff
9/0 Strike It Rick
1.30 Bob Crosby Show
1040 Search For Tomorrow
10:00 Hotel Cosmopolitan
1:00 Brighter Day
10:45 Guiding Light
10:15 Love of Lite
The local school opened MonStorm
Secret
2:13
11:00 This is your Music
10:30 Search For Tomesvow
day morning for dames with a
2:30 Edge of Night
11:20 Watching The Weather
10:45 Guiding Light
very nice program. Brother Bow,
3:00 Jimmy Dean Show
11:30 As The World Turns
11:00 This is Your Music
the minister of the New Hope
3:40 Cartoon Capers
12:00 Our Miss Brooks
11:20 Watching The Weather
church. conducted the devotion4:00 Cowboy Corral
12:30 House Party
11:30 As The World Turns
al Several patrons were present.
5:00 The Little Rascals
1:00 The Big Payoff
12:00 Our Miss Brooks
Among them were Mrs Will Reed
9/0 flartoons
1:80
The Verdict is Yours
12:30 Home Party
and Mrs Ada Rhodes who have 5:40
Looney Tunes
2:00 Brighter Dar
1:90 The Big Payoff
only missed being present on the
6:00 The Scoreboard
2:15 Secret Storm
1:30 The Verdict is Yours
opening day since the school was
605 Watching The Weather
2:30 Edge of Night
2:00 Brighter Day
built Patrons as faithful as these 615 Douglas Edwards
3:00 Jimmy Dean Show
2:15 Secret Storm
are what make a good school 6:30 Beat the Cloak
3:45 Cartoon Capers
246 Edge of Night
and
community. Mar --ethers 7:00 M:. Adams & Eve
4:00 Cowboy Corral
3:00 Jimmy Dean Show
were present that have beim pre7:30 Federal Men
540 Wild Bill Hickok
3.45 Cartoon Capers
lent many years. The family is 11:00 West Point
3050 Nartoons
4 • 00 Guy Lumbardo Show
the same as last year Mrs W. 8:30 Destiny
5:40 Looney Tunes
4.15 Cowboy Corral
L. Phillips will assist in the lunch 9-00 Undercurrent
600 Scoreboard
5 30 Cisco Kid
room.s
9:30 Pantomine Quiz
11:05 Watching The Weather
6:00 The Scoreboard
Several friends enjoyed having 19:00 0. Henry Playhouse
6:15 Douglas Edwards
6:05 Watching The Weather
dinner with Mr Mack Durham
10:30 Jim Bowie
6:30 Robin Hood
6.15 Douglas Edwards
last Sunday in recognition of his 11:00 Mr. Withers
7:00 The Whiting Girls
6 30 Sheens, Queen of Jungle
ninety-second birthday.
1130 News & Weather
Mr. and Mrs. E. J. !trundlee
Saturday
had as Sunday dinner guests Bro.
740 Captain Kangaroo
Wilkerson. Mr and Mrs Johnny
Lea Simpson and Debra. Mrs.
credo.
Core Simpson. Mr. and Mrs.
Miller. Magdaline
Mrs. Ruth
Everett Terrell, Mr
and Mrs.
James Clark, Mr. and Mrs For- and Pattie have gone to Akron.
rest Bruner, Mr. and Mrs. Emuel Ohio to make their home. Mr.
Miller has been employed in ABruner and Dennis.
Mn Henry Parrish and Mrs. kron several welts.
WE HAVE JUST INSTALLED A PANGEN SEED
Harry Whither and children from Mrs. Berne Robe), was Drought
Nashville visited Mr and Mrs. home from the hospital last
TREATER MACHINE.SO LET US TREAT YOUR
Forrest Rogers and Mrs. Jennie week.
Brunches and other relatives in
MIAs Dorothy Jane Reams Is
RYE. BARLEY WHEAT AND OATS AS A PROthe community last week.
vacationing in Los Angeles, Calif.
Mr and Mrs Mac Howard and and is visiting her brother, Jerry.
TECTION AGAINST SMUT AND RUST.
Stevie from South Carolina visMr William Thomas from Recited her parents last weekend,
tor. Arkansas visited his brother,
Congratulations to Mr. and Mrs. 011ie Thomas. and other relatives
It is nearing time for your Fall sowing.
Dale Fugue who were married in here last week.
a beautiful ceremony at the New
Mr. and Mrs Roy Mills and
Vetch, Balboa Rye, Barley, Oats.
Hope church Saturday afternoon. Mrs. Het Jackson from Rector.
Mr. and Mrs Herbert Morrison Arkansas visited Mr. and Mn.
Crimson Clover, Wheat and Fescue
and children spent last weekend Roy Ray and other relatives here
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. last weekend.
Orvin Morrison. The Morrison
Congratulatioas to Mr. and Mrs.
family enjoyed a family dinner Thomas Ray
Bondurant
Our used are all guaranteed as to Variety, Origin,
who
at the Reelfoot 1e11e Sunday.
were married last Friday They
David Rogers was painfully In- will make their home in IndianPurity and Germination.
jured Saturday night when he apolis, Ind. where he has been
ran into a dish that another employed for the past few years.
child was holding. The cut on
Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Reams and
his face required several stitches. son returned to their home in
He appears to be improving nicely Birmingham, Ala. Sunda/ after •
after being _treated by Dr Wil- visit with horns:folks.
son.
A delicious barbecue dinner
Mr and Mrs. Ralph McKnight was enjoyed by the Chestnut
have returned to their home in ()lade Club and their families
Knoxville
after
spending
last and several frienda Sunday. Every
week with homefolks.
one appeared to enjoy the day
Mr and Mrs. J. B. Nanney are so much that it was agreed
Phone 202
visiting their son. David, and that we should plan such dinners
East Stale Lbw ,
family in Colorado Springs, Col- much often.

•DUKEDOM

KFVS
CHANNEL -12

Fall Is "Just Around The Corner"
See Us For Your Needs

7:00
7:30
8 00
900
10:00
10:30
11:00

The Millionaire
I've Got A Secret
20th Century Pax
Vic Damone Show
Stage Seven
Key Club Playhouse
Nsnrs & Weather

The Fulton News, Thursday, August 29, 1957, Page 7
The Caribbean island of Jamaica owes its breadfruit crops to
Captain Bligh of H. Si. S. Bounty
fame, the National Geographic
Magazine says. The Pacific plant
was imported as an inexpensive
starch food for slaves

Go To Church Sunday

The saluki, a slim dog of the
Near East, is thought to be the
living representa,tive of the first
dog trained for hunting by man
Easily running at speeds up to
40 miles an hour it can tire a
gazelle.

don't mind the scaffolding outside.
Inside we're-riding on
a merry-go-round of bargains
celebrating our

B.F.Goodrich

TIRE CARNIVAL

Zen fipfety
•IOWReef/

NYLON
95

AS LOW AS

Deluxe

TUBE-TYPE
6.70-15
TAX AND

*run

SIZE

3

125 PER WEEK

•TINDLISS

•TUSE-TYTI

6.70-15
7.10-15
7.60-15
8.00-15

The Tubeless
that comes
on the
Finest
'57 Cars

DOWN

•100

22.60
24.75
27.10
30.20

19.95
22.15
24.25
26.60

4.70-13

*PIUS TAX AND
XIDNADAN1
Ties

Deluxe
Silvertewa

NYLON.30 moRE

Unbreakable Wonder-Plastic

WASTE BASKET

NOW ONLY
USUAL

• Light in weight-Easy ta clews

2.98

• Everlasting finish in turquoise,
red and yellow.

VALUE

• litastproef-Dentproof-Marypesof

179

Chas. Scates Stores

"Tr PAYS" TO SHOP AT

MARTIN-Phone 404

AClat;c7V1 Shoff

FULTON-Phone 389

B.EGoodrich Tires

61045, 100% Dupont Nylon Tires
Just in time for that Labor Day hip!
Other Popular Sizes At
Comparable Savings!

All Davis Tires Carry The Famous
Western Auto 100 Guarantee
Against All Road Hazards
1.S .

II

Plus tax and
your re5uppable
lire

e.

Western Auto Associate -Store
LAKE STREET

MIN,KY.

WPSD - TV

Idle For 100 Years
Recent statements holding out the
possibility of men and women living
to ages of 125 or 150 years deserve to
be read with statements from a study
dealing with employment problems
of workers 45 years of age and older.
The study was made by the Department of Labor's Bureau of Employment Security. The results are
described in Social Security Bulletin
from which we quote a paragraph:
"While workers aged 45 and over
made up 40 per cent of the job seekers in the seven areas, they obtained
only 22 per cent of the jobs filled by
employers during the year under
study. Similar disparities were found
among men and women. Male work-

ers aged 45 and over, representing
more than two-fifths of all male job
seekers, obtained less than one-fourth
of the jobs for men. Women aged 45
and over who made up one-third of
the female unemployed workers, obtained about one-sixth of all jobs for
which women were hired."
So, if science extends human life
and if enterprise continues to discriminate against older workers, we
shall face the possibility that some
workers, so unfortunate as to lose
their jobs at age 45, will not be able
to acquire new jobs but will have to
live on for 1C10 years in idleness, supported by society. — Ogden (Utah)
Standard-Examiner.

DAILY (Mee. tam Fit)

Spending public funds for public
improvements can be a bottomless
pit that will hold any amount of
money thrown into it. We sometimes
wonder, seeing millions alter millions
thrown around by the Federal
agencies, how else our land can be
looked on but as "the land of plenty"
by foreign observers.
It is refreshing to occasionally
have someone question whether or
not we can afford it.

How To Love Someone You Dislike

NOTE THAT the commandment
says "love". It does not say "like."
What does love mean here? Not merely the love of popular songs, but more
than that. It means — to wish another well. This love expresses itself in
good deeds — for the language of
love is action.
What does "like" mean?
to receive personal satisfaction from. You
are not commanded to like everybody. You cannot help disliking certain persons — the arrogant man, the
cheat, the liar.
THESE DISLIKES are part of you
and the law of charity makes no effort to change them. But the law of
charity does say that there are certain things you must do in spite of
these dislikes. You have to lay aside
dislikes for a higher purpose.
Put it this way. In our daily relations we admit the fact of natural dislike, but if there is something else at
stake we try not to let dislike interfere. Two basketball players dislike
each other, but if one of them is in a
scoring position, the other will throw
him a pass.
WHAT HAVE they done there?
They have agreed to lay aside their
dislike for a higher purpose — the
team victory, sportsmanship.
On a larger scale, two soldiers of
the same army in combat may not
like each other. But they defend each
other. They freely forget their dislike for a higher purpose — the defense of their country.
NOTICE THAT both ways of overcoming dislike have one defect —

they cease when the whistle blows
or the battle is over. They do not apply to all men of all times and places.
But the higher purpose of the law
of charity does apply always. The
Christian following the law of charity
must see God in everyman — even
the man he dislikes. Because . . .
OUR NEIGHBOR is made to the
image and likeness of God — a spiritual, not a bodily likeness — for
every man has a spiritual and immortal soul, which is made to the
image and likeness of God.
This spiritual likeness I must try
to see, even though it is sometimes
hard to see. I may not like the way
my neighbor walks or talks. I may
not like his actions or political convictions. But I must love the image
of God in him.
I MUST also see him as a person
redeemed by Christ, Who died for all
man of all times and places. If Christ
thought enough of him to die for him,
I should think enough of him to be
kind to him.
LABOR DAY
The real end of the American year
is not the thirty-first of December
but the old festival of Labor Day.
—Alistair Cooke
The richest blessings are obtained
by labor.
—Mary Baker Eddy
Pray as if it all depended on God,
but work as if it all depended on
—Laurence Jones

THE FULTCIN COUNTY NEWS
Voted "Beet AM Around" in class in Kentucky
irk 1954 Kentucky Press Association judging
Successor of various weekly papers in Fulton, the first of which was founded in 1880.
Poet Office Rex 488

If you divorce capital from labor,
capital is hoarded, and labor starves.
—Daniel Webster

Fulton, Kentucky

Published Every Thursday of The Year
R. PAUL and JOHANNA M. WESTPHELING
Editors and Publishers

Genius begins great works; labor
alone finishes them.

A member.of the Kentucky Press Assoehttlea
A member et flee Patten County Farm Bureau

—Joubert

Subseciptien Rates: $2.00 per year in Fulton,
Kickman, Graves Counties, Ky., and Ohion
and Weakley Counties, Tenn., Elsewhere
throughout the United States $3.00 per year.

A day's work is a day's work, neither more nor less, and the man who
does it needs a day's sustenance, a
night's repose, and due leisure,
whether he be painter or ploughman.

Entered as second class matter June 28, 1939
at the Post office at Fulton. Kentucky, under
the United States postal act of March. 18'19

Thursday, August 29, 1957

TEAMWORK is the lesson being taught te Keatssety recruits
I. training at Great Lakes, 111. Practicing under supervision
el Michael A. Colonna, boatswain's mate first class, are I I. r.
(seated) Bernard Dalton of Calf Creek; Leroy Mallory ef
Maysville; Robert D. Carter of Campbellsbiug; Robert Yates
of
and (seated) Clarence Becher of Louisville.
Graduation of the Kentucky company on Sept. 14 will highlight
Great Lakes Navy Homecoming's open house week, Sept. 3-15.
"Salute to Kentucky'
10fficial U 5. Navy Pboto)

5:00
5:30
5:45
6:00
6: 30
7:00
7:30
8:00
10:00

Gene Autry
Williams—Valli
NBC News
Best of Groucho
Playhouse
Whirlybirds
High-Low
Million $ Movie
News

THE NEWS welcomes expressions from its readers. Such
Items must be signed but
name will be ommitted from
publication if requested.
Dear Editors
Enclosed You find check for
our subscription renewal for another year.
Since my husband was raised
In Cayce, Ky.. he finds much of
Interest in the MIXON NEWS.
All the family enjoy the several
feature columns weekly.
Thank you t
Mrs William Archie Cloys
1801 No Ave. 44
Los Angeles, 41, Calif
SUNDAY
1:90
1:30
2:00
2:30
3:00
3:30
400
4:30
5:90
6:00
7:00
7:30
8:00
8-30
1015

—George Bernard Shaw

5:00
5:30
5:45
6:00
6:30
7:00
7:30
8:00
8:45
9:0C
9.30
9:43

Cartoons
Helen O'Connell
NBC News
Blondie
Life of Riley
The Hunter
Passport to Danger
Cavalcade of Sports
Red Barber
Date With Angels
Outdoor Reporter
News

pis FROM

THE FILES:—

bliTURNING BACK THE CLOCK ends and relatives.
August 17, 1537
Dr. and Mrs. J. L. Jones and
daughters, Mary and Eleanor
Ruth, returned Saturday night to
their home on Edciings Street after a week's vacation trip to
Biloxi, Miss., New Orleans and
other points.
Mr. and Mrs. John Brannock,
who recently purchased the City
Electric Shop on Fourth Street,
have taken rooms at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Shankle on Fourth
Street.
Little Miss Joan Bullock was
honored on her birthday Friday
afternoon when her mother, Mrs.
Charles Murphy, Jr. delightfully
entertained several of her friends
with a theatre party.
Nine guests were present and
enjoyed "Exclusive" at Warner's
Orpheurn Theatre. After the show
the guests were taken to DeMyers Drug Store where a refreshing ice cream course was
served. Each guest was given a
miniature fan as a favor.
Mr. and Mrs. K. Hornra and
daughters, Adele and Gladys,
and Albert Homra of Hayti, Missouri motored to Nashville, Tenn.
Monday where they viated hi-

Kentucky

Mr. and Mrs. George Hester
were host and hostess to their
bridge club Tuesday night at
their home on Eddings Street
Four tables at players were
present which included the usual
three tables of club members
and one table of visitors. Thep
were Mrs. H. B. Parrish of Nashville, Tenn., Mrs. C. L Phillips
of Carbondale, Ill. and Mr and
Mrs. Abe Thompson.
Mrs. T. D. Boaz was hostess to
the Sew and So club Thursday
afternoon at her home on Maple
Avenue. Nine club members were
present with one visitor, Mrs.
Donald Stokes.
Sewing and various contests
were enjoyed throughout the afternoon. Prizes were won by
Mesdames Stokes, Dave Holloway, Joe Armstrong and Boyce
Dumus.

One thing about getting back
to civilian pursuits after a little
army life: you don't get any rest
like you do during the day in
Army reserve training.
Rarely a day at camp didn't
offer some kind of
"break" in
the training where a guy could
stretch out in the field under a
tree and sleep for a half-hour or
so. .. maybe several times a day.
Whether you are sleepy or not,
that is the routine of a field
soldier: sleep every chance you
get that you're not occupied with
duty. Rush back to the barracks
after noon chow and grab 30 minutes; rush up to your bunk and
"sack in" when there's nothing
else in particular to do during
the day, and you can get by with
it.
So today I'm bark in the office.
There are two comfortable divans
around, where I could go over
and sleep for an hour or two.

11:46 4-H Program
12:15 Durocher Show
12:25 Major Litegue Baseball
Chicago V8 St Louis
3:30 Fury
4:00 Junction Boys
4.30 Big Picture
5:00 Cartoons
5:30 People Are Funny
6:00 Julius La Rosa
7:00 Drama Unlimited
7:30 Dollar a Second
8:00 Encore Theatre
8 30 Adventure Theatre
900 Lawrence Welk
1000 Studio Wrestling

Roy Rogers
Georgia Gibbs
NBC News
This is the Life
Cross Current
Ray Smith Band
Show Case
Ted Mack
Star Theatre
Lawernee Welk nines and
Talents
10:11 News
5:00
5:30
5:45
6:00
6.30
7.00
T SO
8.00
8:30
II:06
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TUESDAY
3:00
5:30
II:46
6:00
6:15
630
7:00
7.30
8:00
8.30
8:45
10:00

canvas for tents and covered
wagon'. When a miner asked him
for material to make tough.
lightweight pants. Strauss took
him to • tailor and tried out the
canvas It was a big success.
In 1853 the Strauss family organised Levi Strauss & Company.
Millions of their level have been
sold, even in Paria and Rome
5:00
The rivets were added. partly 5:30
AI a joke, when miners complain- 5:45
ed that Mee pockets ripped if 6:00
they stuck ore samples in thorns; 6:30
a patent was taken out for the 7:00
use of the rivets
7:30
At tint many city parents 8:00
thought the pants looked atroc- 830
ious, but the cost was low and 9:00
the girls cried for them, so what? 10.30

1

Ilr

Roy Rogers
Willauna-Valli Show
NBC News
Laymen's Witness
Hamilton Brothers
Overseas Adventure
Meet McGraw
Telephone rune
Nat "King" Cole
Sports Talk
Million $ Movie
News

9

WEDNESDAY
Gene Autry
Helen O'Connell
NBC News
Curly Com
The Christopher.
American Legend
My Hero
This Is Your Life
Code 3
Million $ Movie
News

NORTH FULTON

DRIVE-III

at Overpass on EI-3 Mile* North of Fulton

CLOSED ON MONDAYS & THURSDAYS

3 inns - FRI - SAT - SUN

Windage

Well, it's back from Army
Camp in Maryland this week I
am, and the annual two-week
jaunt in the sand dunes up between Washington and Baltimore
has become such aa annual routine that it's no trouble taking
it in stride . . . just as long as
there is Jo to stay and keep
things rolling.
And keep 'em rolling she did
. . . got more business for the
News the two weeks she was on
the full-time job than I had been
doing. Now how're you gonna
beat a wife like that?
The obvious answer: don't beat
her at all.

e

The M. Livingston wholesale
company is remodeling its office
and repairing the floor of the
large storage room. Lynn Phillips, manager stated today. The
office is being enlarged and interior and exterior will be repainted. Incoming and outgoing
wholesale goods will be handled
from the rear entrance in the
future instead of the front.

This is the Answer
Mr. Wizard
American Forum
Zoo Parade
Frontiers of Faith
Outlook
Meet the Press
Cowboy Theatre
The Way
Steve Allen
Willy
Racket Squad
The Webb
Million $ Movie
News
MONDAY

SATURDAY

SW 1. W.

you.

Tic Tac Dough
It Could Be You
Tex and Jinx
Club 60
Bride and Groom
NBC Matinee
Queen for a Day
Modern Romances
Comedy Time
Western Theatre
News
Weather
Sports

FRIDAY

the Armed Forces, have been appalled that the former "utility with austerity" motif has been modified to
where current construction now includes all kinds of unnecessary floors,
walls, facings and eyewash.

SERMONETTR OF THE WEEK

By Rev. Wilfrid Diamond, Lecturer
A man came to Christ one day and
said to Him,"Which is the first commandment of all?" Jesus answered—
the law of charity — love of God and
love of neighbor.

10:00
10:30
11:00
11:30
12:30
1:00
.2:00
2:45
3:00
9:30
4:30
4:40
4:50

THURSDAY

Costly Public Improvements
In a current article in the Reader's
Digest, the trend toward palatial
school buildings, complete with littleused but nice looking auditornuns, is
pointed out. The author, examining
the expenditure of public funds that
seem to be wastefully going to fancy
gimmicks and unnecessary luxuries
in so many buildings, points out that
elimination of the idea that a modern
school building has to be a "dream
palaoe'! would result in more money
either being saved, or else used to
build more classrooms.
In a similar pronouncement on
public spending during the pest few
weeks, we note that congressional
circles, examining certain new construction going on for the benefit of

LETTERS TO
THE EDITOR

August M — September 4

— AUG. 30-31 — SEPT. 1

2

otaA

NO. 1

But no, I'm on my "own time"
and this work has to get out. So
no more daytime naps until next
summer!
/t seemed strange indeed to
leave this Ken-Tenn area, where
tremendous
rains had
played
havoc with spring planting, and
emerge into an area on the Eastern seaboard where a tragic summer-long
drought had
played
havoc with whatever crops had
been planted.
Here on one hand, we had it
all, and up in Maryland and most
of Virginia. and much of Tennessee, they had nothing. Fields
were scorched brown, corn dried
up without ears, ponds dry and
dust everywhere.
And just
few short
ago, about 1953 and 1954,
the opposite was true. The
south dried Up while the
was flooded.
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Man, it seems, can invent atomic energy, jet planes, ascend
to 100,000 feet and circle the
globe almost with the speed of
the sun, yet he cannot entice a
rain cloud a foot furthur than it
wants to go
Who could have predicted the
popularity of blue denim jeatia
among the teen-agers? Surely not
the designer, a German Immigrant, Levi Strausa, who followed the California gold rush over
a century ago
Strauss brought from New York
to 8an Francisco a bundle of

LOOK —LOOK -- LOOK
EVERY TUES.& WED. NITES
BARGAIN NITES
ONLY 75c A CARLOAD
THIS WEEKS ATTRACTION — Color Western

"THE MARAUDERS" — All Star Cast

•••••1•11

••=1111111
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New Agency In
Home Loans For
Area Residents

• AUSTIN SPRINGS
Mrs. Carey Melds •

Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Blalock
are happy parents of a fine
young
daughter
who
arrived
several days ago at a Mayfield
Private Lending
Hospital This is their second
Institutions Aiding
daughter.
Bro. Dempsy Henderson was enFuture Home-Owners
gaged in
tent revival in South
Through the offices of the Vol- Fulton the past week where fine
untary Home Mortgage Credit sermons were heard throughout
Program, Room 604 U. S. Court- the week in night services only.
house, Nashville, Tennessee, pri- He is the pastor of New Salem
vate lending institutions are pre- Baptist Cpurch which sponsors
revihis
during
pared and ready to make FHA- tent
summer
Ipsured home loans to qualified months
Bro. Henderson filled his re'persons in need -of !Minidisk* In
order to have a home of their gular Lord's Day appointment at
choice. This help is restricted to New Salem Sunday at 11:00 a.
the remote areas and smaller m. Sunday School Is conducted
communities where local funds at 10.00 a. m. with Robert Rickhave always been in short even man as Superintendent who inunder the best of circumstances.. vites the public out to worship.
Mr. Almary Hawks, father of
Services of ViiMCP are available to all qualified borrowers in Velva Hawks Sr., left Monday,
the small communities and re- August 26, for Memphis where
he will undergo major surgery.
mote areas. These services — •
facility of the U. S. Government Every good wish Is extended from
friends that he may very soon
— are free. Since its inception,
be restored to his health.
the Voluntary Home Mortgage
School bells rang around these
Credit Program nationally has
parts Monday morning and all
provided over 30,000 qualified
elementary
schools opened at
borrowers with home loans valu- Welsh,
Union District 1., and at
ed at more than 270 million. In
Palmersville. where high school
Region VII, Kentucky and Ten- students will enter,
some of which
nessee, the program has placed will enter in Dresden. A full comore than 2,600 home loans operation of parents, students.
valued at more than $25 million. P T A and the faculty is sought
VIDACP is established just and that we may have a most suconly to be of service to those cessful school year.
who are qualified to get but canMr. and Mrs. Earl Mitchell and
not obtain an FHA-insured home children. Don and Judy, and Miss
Loan in their own town. They Sue Quill of Paducah spent Sunmust tint seek financing locally. day here with parents. Mr. aind
U unable to get a loan, then they Mrs. Zd Ptields.
Mr. and Mrs. Grover True spent
Sunday at the bedside of Mrs.
True's brother, Mr. Fred Farmer,
who remains very Ill at his home
SPECIAL LOW
on the State Line Road. He is
suffering from asthma following
complications that developed sevSUMMER PRICES
eral weeks ago.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred McCoy Jr.
and children, Pattie sod Freddie
Rae, of Paducah Ky. !spent the
week and here with parents. Mr.
and Mrs Clyde Johnson.

I

COAL

You'll Need it
BEFORE LONG—
et it NOW '
Immediate Delivery:
all sizes ea Hand.

order yours lodes%

CITY COAL CO.
TELEPHONE 51

a

1

Cayce FFA Members
At Training School
Ermon Workman, Johnny Brasfield, Eddie ?closely, Ray Williamson, Charles H. Jones, John Billy
Harrison, Tommy Bennett, Jimmy Purcell, Leon Jones, Bobby
Shutt and Ralph Bugg were the
members cif the Cayce F. F. A_
chapter who attended the Leadership Training Center at Hardinsburg, Ky. last week.
may apply to VIDSICP for assistance in obtaining a governmentinsured loan te buy or build the
home desired in the community
of their choice.
For further information on
VHMCP or application forms,
write Benjamin H Ernst, Executive Secretary, Voluntary Home
Mortage Credit Program, Room
604 U. S. Courthouse, Nashville 3,
Tennessee.

CLEARANCE ON
ALL 1957 Models
Hunter Air Conditioners
1-1 Ton Deluxe, with Thermostat
Pick-up Price — $169.95
1-12.72 cu. ft. Double Door Refrigerator
NOW $299.95
Lg.$429.95
1-12.n cu. ft. Auto. Defrost Refrigerator
NOW $719.95
Beg.$349.95
1-10.52 cu. ft. Deluxe Refrigerator
NOW $189.95
Beg. $249.95

Gibson Freezers
1-21 cu. ft. Chest Type
NOW $329.95
Reg. $429.95
1-11 foot Upright
Now Only $209.95
Beg. Price $269.95

Future Farmers Last Rites Held
To Gel Awards For Father Libs,
For Good Work Former Pastor
Annual Incentive
Contest Promoted
By Louisville Papers

Appointment Here
Was First Charge
As Catholic Pastor

Shainberg's Black & White Store
APPLIANCE DEPARTMENT
UNION CITY TENN.

Mrs. GOWITO Elliott •
Mr. Pete Cashion is a patient
in Jones Clinic at Pulton. He
had several Mood transfusions
last week.
Alton Simpson is home from
the Memphis hospital and seems
to be improved.
Mrs. Wilton Holt and Rhonda
of Texas City, Texas is visiting
relatives here for a few days.
Dian Hawks also returned home
from visiting relatives in Texas.
Mr. and Mrs. Woodrow Elliott
and girls of Detroit visited in our
home Friday .night and Saturday.
Mra. BerUe Robey nas returned home from the Fulton Hospital.
Sympathy is a:stemma to the
Guy Harris family.
Mr. and Mi.. Cecil Webb, Jr.
of Nashville visited Mr. and Mrs
U. S. Harris Friday night.
Bro. and Mrs. Robert Wall and
children were Sunday dinner guests
of Mr. and Mrs. Garrett Cavins,
south of Martin.
We visited in the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Nolan Penick Sunday
afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Bill 11*u1ield of
Detroit are visiting relatives here.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Morrison
and children of Memphis spent
the weekend with Mr. and Mrs.
Orvin Morrison.
Loyd Mansfield left Sunday
afternoon for Sheffield, Alabama
seeking work there.

Kentucky Future Farmers will
The Reverend Charles Thomas
receive prizes totaling $325 in Ube, priest of the diocese of
U. S. Savings Bonds in the 1957 Owensboro, and Pastor of Saints
F. F. A. Contest.
Peter and Paul Church, HopkinsThis competition for high ville, Kentucky, died suddenly
school vocational agriculture stu- early the morning of Aug. 15,
dents was announced yesterday 1961.
by W. C. Montgomery, executive
Father Lila was a former Passecretary of the Kentucky Asso- tor of the Catholic churches of
ciation of F. F. A., and Barry Fulton and Rickman and served
Bingham, president of the Cour- In that capacity for seven years
ier-Journal, The Louisville Times from October 1943 to August 1960.
and WHAS, Inc. The newspapers His appointment here was his
and radio-television station spon- first as a Pastor.
A Solemn Pontifical Funeral
sor the contest in their farmMass was celebrated at 10:30 a. m.
incentive program.
A $100 bond will go to the on Saturday. August 17th, at
champion Future Farmer, and a Saints Peter and Paul Church in
$25 bond to the top entrant in Hopkinaville, with the Most Rev.
each of the nine F. F. A. dis- Francis R. Cotton, D. D. Bishop
tricts. All winners will receive of Owensboro. presiding. Many
expense-paid trips to Louisville friends and former parishioners
to attend the twentieth annual of rather Lib@ from the Fulton
Farm Awards Luncheon next and Hickman area attended the
funeral Maas.
spring.
Father Libs was born in DaviSpecial certificates will be presented to the chapter winners. A ass County, Ky. on Nov. 22nd,
goldseal certificate will be mail- 1912 and made his studies at St.
ed to each chapter having 100 Trances Academy, Owensboro, Ky.,
per cent representation of eligi- St. Mary's College, St. Mary,
Ky., and St. Menrad's Seminary
ble members in the contest.
Each Future Farmer must sub- In St. Mewed, Indiana. Having
mit a summary of his farming completed his theological studies
Henry Clay and
Humphrey
program, projects, leadership ac- at St. Meinrad's Seminary he was
cornplishrnents, high school acti- ordained to the priesthood on Marshall fought their famous
vities and plans for the future. June 3rd, 1939 in St. Stephen's duel at the mouth of Silver Creek
October 29 is the deadline for Cathedral, Owensboro, by the below Louisville, Jan. 19, 1909.
Most Rev. Francis R.. Cotton.
entries.
Students who graduated from Bishop of the Owensboro Diocese.
high school this spring and were He served as Militant Pastor at
„
enrolled in vocational agricul- the Church of St. Francis de
Paducah
from
Bales,
June
1939
ture may participate also in the
to October 1943, before coming
competition. Contest information
Hickman and Fulton. Having
may be obtained from vocational to
'erred our community for seven
agriculture teachers or by writFather Ube was made
ing the Promotion Department, years,
Pastor of Bt. Anthony's Church
The Courier-Journal, Louisville
Browns Valley in August of 1950.
Ky.
In October of 1965 he was appointed Pastor of Saints Peter
and Paul Church In Hopktnsville.
NOWABOVE SURJFACE
Burial in the Family Lot in the
Green River, one of the pre- Catholic ()smeary, Owensboro,
ttiest in United States, with its Kentucky.
stillness, deep color, and closely
overhanging trees, is believed to
Boone Creek and Boone Hill
have been a subterranean stream near the headwaters of the KenIt is believed through the ages tucky River are reminders of
the ceiling above wore sway and Daniel Boone who with several
caved in. bringing the stream to companions hunted in this comthe surface.
munity.
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FOR UNCLE BILLY

FRAYING COLONELS

Balyereville In Magoflln county
The Centre College football
was first called 'iaamsville—r; team of Danville, known as thr
"Praying
Colonels," astonished
Uncle Billy Adams, a pioneer
the sports world in 1920 when it
noted for his shrewdness, who
operated a gristmill, a flour mill, defeated some of the strongest
a carding factory, a tannery and teams in the county/.
a blacksmith shop.

We have complete stocks q
BIG BONE LICK
Big Bone Lick in Boone County
is named for the leg bones of
mammoth and mastodon that
mired at this place. It is believed
that cave dwellers lived and
hunted at the edge of the slowly
retreating ice cap.

DAYTON V-BELTS
for HOME and FARM
Machines
BENNETT ifiCtItit.--*
PHONE 201

FULTON

11153—STEPHEN FOSTER WRITES "MT OLD KENTUCKY HOME"
Stephen Collins Foster, a shy and retiring young
man, came down to Kentucky from Western Pennsylvania. He had written many popular melodies in
his teens. He was a relative of the famous Kentuckian,
John Rowan, and lived for some years at "Federal
Hill", Rowan's elegant home at Bardstown. It was
here that Stephen Foster wrote his memorable song,
"My Old Kentucky Home", so symbolic of peaceful
Kentucky life.
In Kentucky's historic past, just as today, many of
our citizens have always enjoyed a glass of beer. The
brewing industry makes jobs for thousands of our
residents. The sale of beer under orderly conditions
is an important objective of the United States
Brewers Foundation. Our continuing educational
program helps beer retailers maintain their high
standards.
.
stI"4... KENTUCKY DIVISION, U.S. BREWERS FOUNDATION
;? 1523 Ileyberit llonlaling, Lewisville, Kentucky
t'ou.

The Citizens of Fulton

Take This Opportunity To

Tolophon•
Talk

Extend A Cordial Welcome

by
HAROLD WILEY
Your Telephone Manager
MIMI

MMIIMI

•

A LOT OF PEOPLE still think of telephone service in
terms of just the one familiar home or office phone. Well,
there are so many different kinds of equipment nowadays—
all designed to add pleasure to your living— that I'd like
to remind you of some of them.
There's the Speakerphone that
lets you talk and hear without
lifting the receiver. The Volume
Control phone you can turn up
or down like a radio. Spring
cords. Extra phones in color—
s° handy throughout the house
whore you need them. Even
a phone that answers itself when
you're out. Let me suggest you drop by our Business
Office and see all these new conveniences. We'll be glad
to show you how to have a well-telephoned home at
surprisingly low cost.

MR. JIM HUME
of Dixon, Tennessee
Newly Appohded

• • •
GUARANTEED FOREVER—Of all the useful things
in your home, how many are guaranteed for life? Your
telephone is, you know. If it should ever break or need
replacing, why we'll get it working again fast without any
service charge. This lifetime guarantee on your phone is,
of course, included in what you pay for service.
•

• •

NEXT BEST THING to being there in person is to
visit with out-of-town friends and loved ones by Long

These Prices good as long
As Appliances last.

• PLEASANT VIEW

Distance. Gives you a real lift to hear those familiar voices
again. And it's so easy to call. Doesn't cost much, either,
especially when you call station-to-station. As a matter
of fact, you save up to 1, when you call station-to-station
between points in Kentucky. And you get extra values
when you call nights after 6 and all day Sundays. Then
you can talk station-to-station for four minutes at the same
two-minute daytime rate. For example, you can call station-to-station from Fulton to Louisville for just

75c, and from Fulton to Madisonville for only
65c. Mighty small prices to pay for a lot of pleasure!

as manager of the local

HENRY I. SEIGEL
COMPANY

Lb
HAVE YOU shopped at our BUY W. L. Douglas shoes in HOME Furnishing-Dinette suits Page 10, The
Fulton News, Thursday, August 29, 1957
large display room for your
$14.95 to $49.95. Good Maytag
Fulton at Forrester's Shoe
Shop.
plumbing needs? See our huge
Automatic washer $59.95. Dixie
stocks of kitchen and bath- PIANO tuning, $7.50. We also do
electric stove $110.00. 9x12
SCHOOL BUSWE'VE MOVED: Now located in
room fixtures; newest styles,
Rugs, as low as $4.95. At
Continued from Page One
expert
rebuilding,
reconditionlarger quarters for your concolors; prices to fit your pocWade's Used Furniture Store.
are concerned. Darnell stated
ing, eta. Timm's Furniture
venience, just 3 doors east at
ketbook. Open anytime, day
Trade with Wade and Save. The following were patients in that a schedule is being planned
Company, Union City, Tenn.
212 Main Street, in the former
oz night at 909 Arch Street.
112 Main St. Phone 478.
the local hospitals Wednesday for school to begin at 8 30 and
•
NOW
TRADE
ForrestBuilding.
Huddleston
"We carry parts and materi- SAFETY-TOE shoes are always
dismiss at 2:30. Schools will ofmorning
er's Shoe Shop, where you will
available at Forrester's Shoe
als." Campbell's Plumbing
ficially begin Sept. 2nd., which
JONES
HOSPITAL
H&M
find all kinds of dress and
Shop.
Granite
Shop. Telephone 10371I.
Mrs. Dorothy Emerson, Wing(); is a holklay. The 3rd and 4th
work shoes for men.
Mrs. W. M. Crawford, Dukedom: Will be devoted to in-service
TELEVISION
MONUMENTS
FOR SALE: Dairy cows; fresh
Pete Cashion, hiartin; Billy Joe training days for the teachers.
FOR SALE - Peony bulbs (four
FARM LOANS
and springers, Bangs tested.
Fulton
A monument can forever Markley, Harris; Mrs. W L. Mc- The busses will run Sept. 5th.
colon) for fall planting-place 400 Main etreet
See or call John 0. Kough,
Long TermsBee, Mayfield; Ruby Cliffin, Union and lunch will be served the first
order now - call 1125-W-1 or
express your devotion.
phone 6489, Clinton, Ky.
City;
George Alley, John Webb, day.
Payments
-Easy
write Mrs. Elwyn Coffman, FOR THE BEST 'jinx um Office
We offer a wide selection Mrs. E. W. Bethel. Mrs. Iva
WASHERS,
standard
MAYTAG
Fulton, Ky.
Furniture buy Shaw-Walker.
designs to meet *my Pounds, Mrs. W H. Purcell. Mrs.
and automatic models. $139.95
See James 0. Butte at The
ATKINS. HOLMAN - Of
min Williams, Mrst."-tiuy Latta
service.
and
up.
Sales
and
preference.
BARGAINS: Gibson 41-ton airCo.,
Harvey
Caldwell
and baby, Mrs. Wendell Norman
Electric, Phone 201
Bennett
AND
FIELDS
conditioner unit thermatistic
DRIVE-IN Office Outfitters,
LEE GILBERT
and baby, Mrs. Lillie Covington
control $189.95. Burnet te
Phone 674. We trade for your
Rex Puddle, 36, was named
-Insuranceand W. A. Bethel all of Fulton.
Tractor Co. 4th St. Fulton.
old equipment
WATER VALLEY, KY. HAWS
!titan's new police chief at a
MEMORIAL
MRS. STEVE Wiley announces
COLDEST BEER
meeting of the Fulton
Highway 45
Phone 22M Judy Waite, Jacksonville, Ill; called
List your
the opening of her piano studio
Sonny Send411. wtatetniu. Dl; City Council August 22
WARD'S
Farm and town Property
Tuesday, September 3. Former
He succeeds (3. J 401p, McMrs. 'shim Mathis and Stella
IN TOWN!
students and beginners call for
with the
Louise Matheney. Martin; Mrs. Dade. WV who resigned recently.
MUSIC
SHOP
appointment after September 1.
Both Puddle and McDade were
!red Collins, Union City; John
Lake Street Liquor Store
FULTON REAL ESTATE CO.
Farebought, Mrs_ Dalton Yates. hospitalized on July 3, when they
RCA and Magnavox
Across from
Mn. Emma Pettie, Miss &with were shot by a crazed negro. who
See them when you want
MOHAWK CARPET
Linton,
Shirley Rogers, Manus shot his wife to death end later
to
BUY
CR
SELL.
TV and Hi-Fi
Coca-Cola Plant
Williams and lam Henry Wil- committed suicide in • two-hour
WALL-TO-WALL
Phone 1555
Union City
gun battle in Missionary Bottom.
liams and baby, all of Fulton.
/06 Main St
Phone $
For Your July and
Puddle has recovered from his
Plenty
Free
Parking!
FULTON HOSPITAL
OR ROOM SIZE
(Complete stock) •
Bob Pillow. Wingo H A. Hicks. wounds and returned to the poVOR
RENT:
Floor sanding maAugust Painting
Call us to estimate your job! Good selection of records
Randal Laird, Luther Pickens lice force Monday as acting chief.
chine and electric floor polishWe also install linoleum, aspThe new police chief joined the
on LP and 45 rpm
And Cl)de Jackson. all of Water
TAYLOR CHEVROLET - has
er and electric vacuum cleancontact
halt tile, rubber tile and plastic Mail orders-Special orders
Fulton city police force in DeValley;
Mrs.
Betty
used cars and they're trading
Winstead,
ers. Exchange Furniture Co..
Dukedom; Helen Ward and baby celber. 1053, and was made asthem. If you haven't figured
Phone 35, Church Street
Fresh
colored . Cayce; Mrs. Silly Sul- sistant chief about a year ago.
with them, you better. They
Kentucky Lake
FULTON HARDWARE
ter and baby, Mrs. R. V. Putnam. He is married and has one son.
might save you a hundred dol- FOR SALE: Used upright pianos,
$59.50 up. Completely reconC. C. Hancock, Z. L. Cook, C. W. Terry, who is eight-veers-old.
lars or more. See Ellis, Dan or
and Furniture Company
CATFISH
Burrow, Zdd Nall, Mn. Homer The Ruddles live •t 207 Reed
ditioned and guaranteed for
Bill. Taylor Chevrolet, phone
Phone 1
208 Lake Street
one year. Tinun's Furniture
Wilson, hers. Oakley 'Woodside. Street
38 or 39.
- daily Mr Ruddle. son of Mr and
Mrs. R. L. Carney, Hayes Bryan.
Co., Union City, Tenn.
SPECIAL-Extra nice 11-ft. deep
L T. Pharia. Mrs. Mike Pry, 1011s Mrs J E Puddle of Fulton. was
for
a
TIRE
SALE
at
Bennett's
Cities
HOGG'S
freeze
priced
to
sell.
Good
Gas
World's Finest Quality
Beggs and B. B Stephenson, all graduated from Farmington High
Service on Fourth Street and
stoves from $37.50 to $49.95.
School and has lived most of his
of Fulton.
tremendous
Maynard's
Cities
Service
on
FISH MARKET
Good television set $150.00 at
‘life In Fulton
Zenith T V
Martin
Highway!
Wade's Used Furniture Store.
CASHION'S
During World War II, he servState Line-across from Browder
savings to you
Trade with Wade and Save. FARM LOANS: Long term.
ed with the 30th Infantry DivisMill
Repair Service
low interest rates on real
112 Main St. Phone 478.
•
•
•
Specialtzee Service ion in the South Pacific. and reestate. Charles Cannon Phone
Fulton, Ky.
LAWNMOWERS: Eclipse lawnCeived • field commission, being
61,
Fulton.
mowers, all sizes, $134.50 and
discharged from the service as
CALL 559
212
Church
St.
Phone
909
up. Burnette Tractor Co. 4th
a First Lieutenant.
-All Mowers Sharpened
ROPER'S TV SERVICE
SAVE MONEY
St. Fulton.
PETE'S GARAGE
WELLS DFILLLED roe Industry -Rotary Blades Safety
Buy Auto Insurance on
WORK shoes $3.95 up. All
The ancient art of snake
Main St.
Phone 307
Sharpened and Balanced
and homes. Modern equipU. S. 51 North
Fulton, Ky.
lengths, widths. Forrester's
charming is now forbidden by
Our
3
-PAY PLAN
ment,
experienced
workmen.
-All
Engines
Repaired
Authorized Zenith Dealer
Shoe Shop.
city ordinance In
Marrakesh,
Write or call Watson Co.., -Authorised Clinton Service
40% DOWN. 30% in 3 MOS.
Across From Zippy Cafe
Morocco, soya the National GeoPhone
261,
Fulton,
Ky.
39% in
MONTHS
-Clinton Engines and Parts
graphic Idalisidise•
NOW is the time to get your
24-HOUR WRECKER AND
You're always welcome
No Interest. No carrying
BARGAINS-Westinghouse refri- -Factory Trained Mechanics
Typewriter and Adding Macat
Charges.
GARAGE SERVICE
gerator $49.95. Bedroom suit -Prom pt Efficient Service
hine Overhauled. Sep Cleo
Your
policy IS typed and
K. P. DA.LTON'S
used only six weeks $120.00:
Peeples, Service Manager of
-All Work Guaranteed
JUNK YARD
ready for you in a few minLiving room suit $22.50 to $35.The Harvey Caldwell Comutes, and coverage is effecLIQUOR
STORE
00. 9-pc. antique dining room -Also Electric Motors
pany, DRIVE-IN Office OutUSED CARS AND PARTS
tive immediately.
suit $100.00. Real nice chiffe- -Wiring, Refrigeration,
fitters, Phone 674.
Mayfield Hiway
Fulton
CALL 62 - 160
Phones:
robe $22.50 at Wade's Used
Appliance, Repair.
Located I% miles South of Fulton
FARM REAL ESTATE LOANS:
Garage 9134; Nome 1795
Wick Smith Agency
Furniture Store. 112 Main St. -Free Engine Examination
es Mart% Highway
To provide working capital,
Phone
478.
Cold Wines, cold beer
low
interest,
long
term. BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
Themday-Friday,
Awed 21-30)
All popular brands of
Stephenson, Phone
Charlie
$400 Monthly . .Spare Time
whiskies, gins. eta.
61, Fulton.
FREE PARKING
Refilling and collecting money
from our Sc High Grade Nut
"Always At Your Service" I machines in this area. No selling!
YOUR NEXT MOVE
To qualify for work you must
have a car, references. $798 cash
contact
COOK'S LIQUOR
secured by inventory. Devoting
Loyd Bone's Transfer
6 hours a week to business, your
STORE
end on percentage of collections Local and long distance moving;
I2•1 Commercial Ave. Fulton can net up to $400 monthly. with
Storage and modern vans;
very good possibilities of taking
PLUS
Cold Wines, cold beer
over full time. Income increasing Agent for the Red Ball Transfer
accordingly.
For
interview
inthe
48
states
Company
serving
of
All popular brands
clude phone number in applicaThe DESPERADOS
tion, write National Vending Day Phone 555, Night Phone 353
whiskies, gins, etc.
ARE IN TOWN
Company, 527 Lexington Avenue
Out of town? Call Collect!
New York 17, N. Y.
V

CLASSIFIED ADS

WE HAVE
RCA WHIRLPOOL
COMBINATION WASHER
AND DRYER
RANGES, FtEFRDGERATORS
AIR CONDITIONERS

HOSPITAL NEWS

•Rex Riddle Named
Fallon Police Chief

Burk-Hall
Fine Paints
• • • •

Fulton Paint & Glass
Company

FULTON DRIVE-IN
THEATRE

Bigger
Life

...make them happy! Send them back-to-school with

Samsonite UltnditeLuggage

... we're bustin' with pride
with our big

Fabulous magnesium luggageSamsonite Ultralite is so light you
scarcely know you're carrying it!
Remarkable "Travel-Tested"
finish wipes clean with a damp cloth.
stays smart-as-new. Luxurious
Interiors hold your clothes
wrinkle-free. So come in today and
choose your favorite color.

NEW LOCATONdl

THE
LEATHER
SAINT

Available In Airline Grey,
Sea Blue, Sea Green, Vapor White,
Palomino for women, and
Palomino, Texas Tan, India Brown

(Three doors from Our OLD LOCATION)

FACTORY RETURNS

tor men.

SLIGHTLY WORN SHOES-CORRECTED-SOME NEW
Famous Brands which originally sold for as much at $20.00
Per Pair

OUR LOW PRICES ARE
Women's & Misses
MEN'S & BOYS'
$1 to $3.00 per pr. $2.85 to $4.25 per pr.

Violapit
,

SHOES
CHILDREN'S
50c to $2.25 per pr.
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BRING THE WHOLE FAMILY
CONE EARLY FOR THE BEST SELECTIONS

FORRESTER'S SHOE SHOP
MAIN STREET

FULTON, KY.

'

Graham Furniture Company
"Four Floors Of Fine Furniture"
FULTON. KY,
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